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our entire value chain,
from soil to farmers,
employees to consumers
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LEADERSHIP
At the 2021 edie Sustainability
Leaders Awards, we were proud to
be the only company from Turkey to
be shortlisted in four categories:
Water Management, Waste and
Resource Management, Team of the
Year, Employee Engagement&
Behaviour Change Initiative.
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About the
Report
As Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A.Ş., (Ülker Bisküvi), we
transparently share our economic, corporate
governance, social and environmental
performance with our stakeholders every
year. The report includes our strategic plans
for the future, our 2024 goals, progress and
our contribution to the United Nations
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Scope

Assurance

The report covers operations in Turkey for the period

Energy consumption, Scope 1, 2, and 3 greenhouse gas

from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020. This year,

(GHG) emissions, water consumption, labor

the report also includes Ülker Bisküvi's operations in

representation on OHS committees, and OHS data in

Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan and Egypt (please refer to

Turkey operations obtained independent limited

other countries in the environmental, employees, and

assurance. The Assurance Statement can be found on

occupational health and safety (OHS) performance

pages 78 and 79.

GRI

indicators in the Annexes).

Sustainable Development Goals. The progress
is shared under the titles of Environment,
Leadership, Innovation, Value Chain,
Employees, and Social Responsibility, that
representing 6 pillars of our sustainability
approach.
This report has been prepared in accordance
with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
Standards: ‘Core’ option. In addition, we used
the GRI Food Processing Sector Supplement
and the Processed Foods Industry Standards
of the Sustainable Accounting Standards
Board (SASB).

Please send all your questions, comments,
and suggestions on our reporting and
sustainability efforts to

surdurulebilirlik.platformu@ulker.com.tr
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Message from
Mete Buyurgan

Ülker Bisküvi focused on
sustainability to overcome the
challenges brought by 2020.
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Dear Stakeholders,
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GRI

ensure stable and sustainable supply of wheat, keeping the
quality of the wheat at high standards. In 2020, we harvested a

We faced a challenging year fighting the COVID-19 pandemic

new biscuit wheat variety, Aliağa, for the first time, which we have

globally and in our country. The pandemic, which emerged as a

developed with the Bahri Dağdaş International Agricultural

global health crisis, led to sweeping transformations in social life,

Research Institute since 2007. We achieved a first in Turkey with

business practices, shopping and consumption habits, and most

Aliağa, a local and national high-yield, high-quality biscuit wheat

notably, in digitalization. This pandemic period has tested our

variety, resilient to drought, diseases, and climate change. By

resilience and highlighted the measures we should take against

2023, we aim to meet half of our wheat supply needs by Aliağa

foreseeable major risks such as climate change and environmental

also contribute to our farmers’ revenues, and further support local

issues. The world has to consider sustainability and its financial,

socioeconomic growth.

environmental, and social dimensions. We need to approach
sustainability with financial, social and environmental dimensions

We work on the responsible procurement of cocoa

together with leadership commitment to overcome difficulties
globally.

In addition to wheat, we keep focusing on responsible sourcing of
cocoa, another important raw material. Accordingly, we started

Aiming to operate as a “no-waste company” since its foundation,

implementing our “Beyond Cocoa” strategy. We collaborate with

Ülker Bisküvi kept focusing on sustainability to overcome the

Earthworm Foundation to trace cocoa down to the cooperative and

challenges brought by 2020. We have achieved outstanding

farmer level. We intend to cover various areas, including farmer

results in line with our sustainability goals towards 2024, the year

welfare, traceability, deforestation, agricultural forestry and

of our 80th anniversary. We increased our environmental
investments and expenditures to TRY 3.4 million in 2020, up by
approximately 30% year-on-year. At Ülker Bisküvi, we implement
projects in various areas including water and energy efficiency,
human resources, and production quality. Our sustainability
mindset is always at the centre of our way of doing business,
starting from farms, farmers to suppliers, stakeholders, business
partners and customers and consumers end-to-end.
We saved TRY 21.5 million through approximately 2,000 technical
improvements and other operational excellence practices, and
TRY 26.6 million via 69 R&D and innovation projects. All our plants
in Turkey obtained the TSE COVID-19 Safe Production Certificate
issued by the Turkish Standards Institute (TSE).

responsible farming practices.

100% recycling target in packaging by 2025
As part of our efforts to achieve “Zero Waste”, which we set in
2014, we managed to increase our material utilization to 99% and
waste ratio to 91%. We focus on using recyclable materials and
less pack to reduce our environmental impact. Last year, we used
660 tons less paper and 536 tons less plastic. Furthermore, we
keep reducing our raw and packaging material scrap during
manufacturing process. We work relentlessly to achieve our goal to
make all plastic packaging 100% recyclable, reusable, or
compostable by 2025.

We developed and harvested a new local biscuit
wheat variety, Aliağa, Turkey’s very first
One of our sustainability goals is to develop projects to support
local producers in line with the sustainable development
programme of our country. As Ülker, more than half of the raw
materials we supply is wheat. For business continuity, we have to
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We develop new strategies and set new goals to
tackle the climate crisis
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are one of the sponsors of the "Safeguard Your Food, Prevent
Waste" campaign of the Turkish Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, launched in collaboration with FAO. As Ülker Bisküvi, we

Thanks to our outstanding
performance in environmental,
social, and governance areas,
we were the first and only
Turkish company to make it to
the Sustainability Yearbook
2021 in the food products
industry based on the S&P
Corporate Sustainability
Assessment.

Every day, we feel the effects of the climate crisis more strongly. It

support the “10x20x30” initiative of the World Resource Institute

is a priority to keep global warming under 1.5-2°C above

(WRI), which aims to reduce global food loss and waste by 50% by

pre-industrial averages, by reducing greenhouse gas emissions to

2030.

the minimum possible level. With the European Union (EU) setting
a net-zero carbon emissions target by 2050 within the framework
of the European Green Deal. As Ülker Bisküvi, we closely follow

Our sustainability efforts were rewarded on both
national and international platforms

developments and update our climate strategy and goals
accordingly. Thanks to our responsible production approach, we

Recognitions are evidences of our progress of our sustainability

keep growing our business without increasing our carbon emissions

efforts on both national and international platforms to the right

since 2014. In 2020, we saved by 7,967 MWh energy in total,

direction. We have been listed in the Borsa Istanbul Sustainability

thanks to the energy efficiency projects implemented, saving
approximately TRY 3.2 million in energy costs. We focus on carbon
management starting from farmers and cover the entire value
chain, including our suppliers.
Planting saplings is of paramount importance to ensure habitable
future. Saplings continue to meet with soil as part of our project
“My Beautiful Country Forest”. We actively support the Turkish
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry’s campaign “A Breath for the
Future”. In cooperation with NGOs, we planted 31,000 new
saplings in 2020 in Ankara, Karaman, Elazığ, Eskişehir, and Hatay,
province suffered most from forest fires.

We collaborate to fight food waste
Preventing food waste plays a crucial role in many critical
operations, from reducing carbon emissions to combating global
hunger. According to United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) data, one-third of food produced for human
consumption is lost or wasted globally. The same data reveals that
the number of people facing famine and malnutrition worldwide
reached 690 million last year. Additionally, 130 million more
people are expected to increase that figure after the pandemic.
More than 2 billion people do not have regular access to enough
and nutritious food. This data further highlights the importance of
food protection and waste prevention. As a leading food company

Index since 2015. In 2020, the Good Life Brands Survey by Nielsen
and Sustainable Brands Istanbul selected Ülker as a “Good Life
Brand” for the third year in a row. One of the most prestigious
business awards worldwide, the edie Sustainability Leaders
Awards 2021, shortlisted Ülker in four categories: Water
Management, Waste and Resource Management, Team of the
Year, Employee Engagement&Behaviour Change Initiative.
Thanks to our outstanding performance in environmental, social,
and governance areas, we were the first and only Turkish company
to make it to the Sustainability Yearbook 2021 in the food
products industry based on the S&P Corporate Sustainability
Assessment. We brought our Occupational Health and Safety
(OHS) performance to global standards with behavioral-oriented
safety culture reinforcing. Thanks to our OHS projects, we were
among the winners at the 2020 International Safety Awards by
the British Safety Council.
We work nonstop to advance our sustainability performance. Next
year, we will announce next level of our programme with
strategies and targets speeding up our journey. I would like to
thank all our stakeholders, especially my colleagues, who
contributed to this progress with fantastic achievements.
Yours sincerely,
Mete Buyurgan
CEO

in the industry, we undertake activities to prevent food waste. We
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We bring our products
to consumers all over
the world.

Bisküvi is now one of Turkey’s leading food
companies, producing hundreds of different
types of products in chocolate and cake

9,4

categories in several locations. We
manufacture our products in 10 facilities in
total, with 6 factories in Turkey (Silivri,
Esenyurt, Topkapı, Karaman, Kocaeli and

billion TRY

Ankara) and 4 factories abroad, one in Egypt,
two factories in Saudi Arabia and one in
Kazakhstan.

Sales
Revenue

We supply our products to consumers
worldwide, including the Middle East, Central
Asia, Europe, Africa, Americas, and Russia,
besides Turkey.

In 2020, we increased our market
share in the biscuits and chocolate
categories, achieving successful
financial and operational results
and increasing our sales revenue to
9.4 billion TRY.

595k
tons
Sales
Volume

1,016

billion TRY
Operating

Capital Structure

1

1. Our capital structure is defined in Annual Report 2020.
http://ulkerbiskuviinvestorrelations.com/media/1058/download.aspx
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Financial Highlights
Summary Income Statement (Million TRY)

2019

2020

Revenue

7,803

9,401

Gross Profit

2,139

2,643

Operating Profit

1,154

1,493

997

1,016

Net Profit for the Period
(Equity Holders of the Parent)

Sales Volume
Sales Volume by Category

Net Sales by Category

(Thousand Tons)

Biscuit

2019

Chocolate

(TL Million)

Cake

Biscuit

Chocolate

Cake

49

42

575

557

199

219

3,757

4,694

328

334

3,395

4,149

2020

2019

2020
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Production
Production of Ülker Bisküvi products in
10 plants in 4 countries with the
contribution of 7,769 employees (2)
Development of new products,
packaging and processes with low
environmental impact, using an

R&D budget of 36.2 million TRY

Sales and
Marketing
Exports to over 100
countries with over 300
brands
Products reach consumers at
thousands of sales points

Supply
Production of agricultural
raw materials such as
wheat, hazelnut etc.
Procurement of
packaging, services, and
other goods from

2,250 suppliers

Logistics
Distribution of products to sales points
Route optimization, Fleet optimization
Use of double-decker trucks
Direct shipments
2. Total number of employees in Turkey, Kazakhstan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia.
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We make people
happy and be
happy while
doing our job.”

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

ENVIRONMENT
We achieved a 35.4%
reduction in water use per unit production.
Our carbon emissions have
remained unchanged since 2014.

LEADERSHIP
We were the ﬁrst and only
Turkish company listed in

Sustainability Yearbook 2021

of the food products industry based
on the S&P Corporate Sustainability
Assessment.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

WE REDUCED 190 TONS OF FAT, 172 TONS
OF SUGAR AND 28 TONS OF SALT from all

ANNEXES

GRI

VALUE CHAIN
In the value chain we work with
a total of 2,250 suppliers,
of which 2,138 are local.

SUSTAINABILITY
PRINCIPLES

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

INNOVATION
With 69 projects completed
in R&D and innovation,
we saved a total of

26.6 million TRY.

EMPLOYEES
We keep investing in human resources
and grow stronger with our

employees

product categories in the last year.
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ENVIRONMENT
We internalize eﬃciency and excellence in our operations by taking necessary steps for environmental sustainability, zero
waste generation, reducing carbon emissions, sustainable water management and raw material supply. We lead the way
in change, while embracing new and diﬀerent ideas.

VALUE CHAIN
We follow the best practices in the industries we operate and aim to do better. We assist all stakeholders in the value
chain to meet their basic needs and we work with farmers and producers in particular. We blend our company's values
with the values of the sustainable society and complement them in our working practices.

INNOVATION
We strive to be the most innovative company in the sector in our operation areas. We continue to work, develop and
lead the sector with our most competent R&D staﬀ in the sector. By internalizing our company values and respectful
competition approach we constantly create value for all our stakeholders and investors.

EMPLOYEES
Our employees are the most important part of Ülker Bisküvi's sustainability eﬀorts. We develop sustainable approaches
for our employees as well as in diﬀerent areas of our business. We are aware that we can achieve success only with the
collective eﬀorts of our employees. We respect our individual diﬀerences, strive for the same goal as a single team, and
give all our employees the value they deserve. We put people in the center and create the necessary environment for the
development of new talents.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
We emphasize a balanced diet and active life. While providing transparent information to all our consumers and
stakeholders and supporting a happy society, we focus on facilitating and simplifying life.

LEADERSHIP
We act as a responsible pioneer in the industry. By striving in our business with the determination to succeed and work
hard, we are able to exceed the goals we set for ourselves. We follow global developments, set rules, and provide
innovative and uniquely transformative leadership.
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Strategic
Approach:
MOVERS
Setting an organisation apart from the
competition and achieving sustainable
success in today’s global business
landscape where competition increases
by the day is only possible through a
sound and applicable strategy.
MOVERS is our new framework that
enables us to apply such a strategy.

It’s a concept, in fact, a
lifestyle... It’s the latest
product of our ‘Make Happy,
Be Happy’ philosophy.
MOVERS is an acronym that is made up of
the first letters of six key steps that we need
to keep in mind in everything we do.

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

M
O
V
E
R
S

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

MONEY

Are We Making Money?
The topmost goal of our strategy is to question whether we make
money from what we do. Challenging what we do will increase the
efficiency of our work and directly impact our growth targets.

OBJECTIVES

What are the common goals?
In order to make money there needs to be a set of objectives that
we all embrace and get us hyped. We need to think of objectives in
the long term but, at the same time, we should phase them out
into shorter terms.

VALUE

How do we make value?
Our objective is to create values and set ourselves apart from our
competitors through these values. We need to be aware that each
step in the value chain has a potential to create more value.

EVALUATION

What are the Risks and Opportunities?
In order to create value, it’s imperative to take into account all internal
and external factors that have a potential positive or negative impact
on our business results. Effectively evaluating risks and opportunities
will deliver results with a higher probability and success.

RIVALS

Complete the Competition Environment
Accurately analysing the current competitive landscape and the
future of competition is critical to effective risk and opportunity. We
need to closely monitor our competitors inside and outside of our
industry.

SUSTAIN

How to Ensure Continuous Success?
In business, success which is not sustainable means nothing. That’s
why, sustainability is critical both for our business success and our
impact on society and the environment.
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Sustainability
Approach
Last year, the pandemic that ravaged the
world had devastating effects on business
processes, showing us importance of
sustainable business model for companies.
As digitalization accelerated, flexible and
remote working models became part of our
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Guided by our Make Happy Be
Happy philosophy, we always
regard sustainability as an essential
part of our business since our
foundation. We work to develop and
grow together with our stakeholders
and touching our entire value chain,
from farmers, employees to
customers and consumers.

lives, revealing the vulnerability of supply
chains and highlighting the importance of
local supply. Sensitivities towards climate
crisis have also become more visible,
however still require a consolidated effort to
tackle globally.
We believe post-pandemic recovery should
focus on ensuring a green economy and
social equality. We follow the transformation
trends in the business world and update our
strategies accordingly

Under the leadership of our Board of Directors, we worked in line with the roadmaps
in the areas of environment, value chain, employees, innovation, social
responsibility, and leadership this year, with the contribution of our
employees and executives. We plan to announce our new strategies and goals in
2021, transforming our 2024 goals and sustainability principles developed in six
areas, the cornerstone of our strategy since 2014.
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Sustainability
Management

Platform
Meetings

Our Sustainability Platform plays an

The platform meets four times a year to review the progress towards the sustainability goals. If necessary, focus-team
workshops are organized and intervention teams are formed.

important role in ensuring that the entire

GRI

company embraces our sustainability
approach and carry out the work in the six
pillars. Establishing policies, strategies, and
goals regarding sustainability and obtaining
feedback from stakeholders are examples of

The Sustainability Platform continued its activities online in 2020 as a result of the pandemic. The 10 departments, which
met regularly at quarterly intervals, shared best practices and progress on the roadmaps set in earlier workshops to
achieve the 2024 goals. The meetings helped update action plans and assign tasks to relevant departments. In 2021, the
ongoing work is focused on creating a new strategy and updating goals.

the Sustainability Platform’s responsibilities.
The platform incorporates different functions,
including R&D, human resources, logistics,

CHAIRMAN
OF BOARD

purchasing, operational excellence, corporate
communication, marketing, investor relations,
quality, and food safety, HSE (Health, Safety,

STAKEHOLDERS

Energy, Environment), and Manufacturing.
HEAD OF THE
SUSTAINABILITY
PLATFORM –
ÜLKER CEO

In addition, the platform is responsible for
ensuring coordination and cooperation
among business units. Likewise, the platform

FEEDBACKS
EMPLOYEES

audits and reports the sustainability activities
to the Board of Directors. The Board of
Directors is responsible for reviewing the

PLATFORM
COORDINATOR:
VP OF
SUSTAINABILITY,
OE-HSE AND
QUALITY

implementation of sustainability strategy,
policies and goals. Progress related to targets
is also a part of the performance indicators of
employees and executives, including the CEO

R&D

HUMAN
RESOURCES

LOGISTICS

PROCUREMENT OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

CORPORATE MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS

INVESTOR
RELATIONS

QUALITY
AND
FOOD
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT,
ENERGY, OHS
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Material
Issues
Material issues form the basis of our strategy
and reporting content. We identified our
material issues in line with our stakeholder
expectations and global developments and we
take our steps according to these material
issues. While we continue to monitor top
material issues with our goals and strategic
steps, emerging issues point to areas where we
plan to focus on in the future.

The global outbreak had significant
impacts on the sustainability agenda
and trends, and in this context, we
began to update the materiality
analysis in 2021. Next year, we plan to
share our new material issues,
strategies, and goals.
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INNOVATION
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

Making a long
list of issues

We prepare a long list of issues, including industry-related topics, by

Stakeholder
engagement

Different groups of stakeholders prioritize the long list of issues
through online surveys based on a comprehensive stakeholder
engagement. We regularly interact with our stakeholders and ask
them about the material issues of Ülker and their opinions and
expectations on Ülker’s efforts.

Executive opinions
and external trend
analysis

Identifying
material issues

GRI

a comprehensive literature review.

Senior management’s opinions, business strategy, and external
trend analysis provide input for setting the company’s priorities. We
use the reports of international and sectoral initiatives and
associations, global trends, and the priorities of other industry
players for our external trend analysis.

We identify the common issues with the highest level of
significance between the stakeholder priorities determined by a
stakeholder engagement and company priorities determined by
executive opinions and external trend analysis.

“This World Is Ours” Area3

Material Issue

Environment

Climate change and energy

Value Chain

Sustainable raw material supply
Food safety and quality

Innovation

R&D and innovation

Employees

Occupational health and safety

Leadership

Sustainability leadership in the food industry

3. Although balanced nutrition is not among the very high material issues, it is shared under the heading of Social Responsibility because it is a high priority issue.
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1 Sustainable raw supply
2 Quality and food safety

High

Quality and food safety

4 Occupational health and safety
5 Packaging

1

Packaging
Business ethics and
transparency

Medium

3 Food waste

Sustainable raw supply

Food waste

5
9

8
15
Product labels

13
Supplier relations

7
16
Balanced
nutrition

19

6 R&D and innovation

2

7 Wastes

Climate change and energy

4

17
Responsible marketing

20

Occupational health and safety

3

10
12
14

8 Talent attraction and retention

6

Wastes

Talent attraction
and retention

18

Low

Importance for Stakeholders | Stakeholder analyses

Ülker 2020 Sustainability Report
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9 Business ethics and transparency
R&D and innovation

10 Climate change and energy

Sustainability leadership in the
food industry

11 Sustainability leadership in the food industry

Supply security

Water risks and
management

12 Supply security
13 Supplier relations

Very High Priority

14 Water risks and management

Equal opportunity
diversity

15 Product labels
16 Balanced nutrition

High Priority

Biodiversity

17 Equal opportunity diversity
18 Responsible marketing

Community
investment programs

19 Biodiversity

Medium Priority
Low

Medium

20 Community investment programs

High

Importance for Ülker Bisküvi | Strategy + Executive Opinions + External Trends
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CURRENT STATUS

GOAL

PROGRESS

Grow with zero carbon emission increase

Our carbon emissions have remained unchanged since 2014.

Develop a long-term energy efficiency strategy

We created our energy efficiency strategy and completed energy audits in
six plants.
We planned long-term investments and efficiency-enhancing projects.

In 2020, we saved 7,967 MWh of energy.
Thanks to our best practices and the 21,000 tons of carbon credits we
purchased in 2020, we reduced our CO₂ emissions per unit production by
approximately 17%.

Reduce carbon emissions by 40% per unit production

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE
CHAIN

INNOVATION

Reduce water consumption by 30% per unit production

We achieved a 35.4% reduction (compared to 2014), surpassing our 2024
goal

Send zero waste to landfills

The ratio of waste sent to landfills was 9%.

Reduce rejected packaging by 50%

We reduced rejected packaging ratio by by 65% for flexible packaging and
cardboard boxes by 99% compared to 2014, surpassing our goal.

Obtain the BREEAM Green Building Certificate for our Gebze
Factory

In 2019, we obtained the BREEAM Green Building Certificate at
GOOD level.

Reduce logistics-based carbon emissions by 20%

We reduced carbon emissions by 12,311 tons in last two years. We
achieved approximately 15% reduction since 2014.

Develop a sustainable packaging strategy and policy

We developed the strategy. We prepared the 2025 plastic roadmap.

Implement projects to reduce packaging material

We used 536 tons less plastic, 660 tons less paper, and 4
tons less aluminum in our packaging.

AFFORDABLE
AND CLEAN

ENVIRONMENT

Goal achieved.

In progress.

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

CLIMATE
ACTION

Behind the goal.

LIFE
LAND

VALUE
CHAIN

ZERO
HUNGER

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

CLIMATE
ACTION

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

INDUSTRY, INNOVATION
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

INNOVATION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION
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CURRENT STATUS

GOAL

PROGRESS

Keep the regretted loss rate below 3%

The rate was 1.08%.

Ensure all employees get standard sustainability training

To date, 2,500 employees received standard sustainability training. In 2021,
we aim to provide sustainability training via the online platform.

Reduce lost time injuries to zero

We achieved an 80.2% reduction compared to 2014.

Collect at least 500 suggestions from employees each year under the
sustainability category using the “Akıl Küpü” suggestion system

665 suggestions were collected in 2020.

Keep employee engagement at 65%–100%

The employee engagement ratio was 83.7% in 2020.

Reduce employee turnover rate to 12%

The employee turnover rate was 7.67% in 2020.

Reduce the amounts of fat, salt, and sugar across all product
categories

We used 190 tons less fat, 172 tons less sugar, and 28 tons less salt
in all product categories in 2020.

Reduce customer complaints per million packages every year
compared to the previous year

There is an increase in 2020, compared to 2019.

Continue to cooperate with leading organizations for future
projects

• World Cocoa Foundation support
• Food Drink Europe and EUFIC (European Food Information Council) membership
• Turkish Industry and Business Association (TÜSİAD) Environment and Climate
Change Working Group
• The Federation of Food & Drink Industry Associations of Turkey

LEADERSHIP

• Business Council for Sustainable Development Turkey
• Collaboration with Earthworm Foundation
• Collaboration with World Resource Institute (WRI)
• Active participation in seminars and conferences

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

EMPLOYEES

Goal achieved.

In progress.

Behind the goal.

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

ZERO
HUNGER

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL BEING

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

LEADERSHIP
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How Did We
Manage
COVID-19?

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

Employees
With the start of the outbreak, we placed great

We implemented revised layouts at cafeterias to

emphasis on protecting the health of our employees

follow the social distancing rules and introduced

and establishing a safe working environment.

disposable cutlery.

We continued to produce and deliver our products

We allocated additional vehicles to employee

to sales points to meet the needs of people to

services and provided a seating arrangement

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought the

reach reliable food. In doing so, we reviewed our

following the social distancing rules.

world to a halt, affecting economies and

working model and identified the roles suitable

social life. It also revealed the vulnerabilities

for working remotely, and reduced the number of

in business models and supply chains,

employees in the offices.

highlighting social inequalities. We stood by
all our stakeholders during this challenging
period and continued to work primarily to
support our employees and the nation.

GRI

We communicated effectively, listened to the

Continuous Production

opinions and suggestions of our employees,

Right from the start, we put employee health at the

evaluated the majority of their suggestions, and

forefront and introduced 14 additional rules to keep

took quick action.

our employees and operations safe. The Ülker 14+14

We asked employees aged 65 or anyone with
chronic illness/conditions to work remotely
including all factories.
We visited factories with leaders and union
representatives.

golden rules were designed to ensure production
continuity under much stricter safety conditions than
the 14 original rules set by the government. In this
context, all our plants in Turkey obtained the TSE
COVID-19 Safe Production Certificate. With the help of
digitalization, rotational operation, and remote

We analyzed the stressful situations and risks

working models, we quickly adapted to the changes of

caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result of

the pandemic. All processes, including internal and

these analyses, we developed action plans to

external audits, continued without compromising

handle any emergencies. Determined actions to

quality and food safety requirements and standards.

counter any possible crises.
We closely monitored all symptomatic cases with
our health units and Human Resources teams.
We established social distancing rules in all
working areas, mainly factories. We developed
procedures with the Human Resources teams and
the plant leaders.

Society
Support for society was one of the areas we focused
on during this period. You can find more detail in this
context in the Social Responsibility section.
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Risk
Management
New risks and uncertainties brought by
COVID-19 highlighted the importance of risk
management. In situations of uncertainties,
agility and effective response to risks play a
crucial role in gaining competitive
advantage.

The Risk Committee reporting
to the Board of Directors is
responsible of risk management
activities of Ülker Bisküvi.
The Risk Committee convenes four times a
year and reviews the risk management
systems at least once a year. The committee
is responsible for the early detection of the
risks that could jeopardize the company’s
existence, development, and continuity. The
committee manages the risks by
implementing the measures identified for
each specific risk. There is a Risk
Management Business Unit established
within Yıldız Holding to create synergy across
the group companies of Yıldız Holding,
coordinating risk management with a
standard approach.

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

The Risk Committee is responsible for regularly
monitoring the risks defined in the risk matrix, their
domain of influence, the first actions to be taken, and
the types of risks. In identifying the risks, prioritization
is based on level of threats to strategy. Under senior
management, the committee determines the risks that
could impair the company’s objectives using the
detailed analyses done by the relevant specialists.
After assessing the identified risks, the committee
defines impact of the risks, sets the priorities, and
develop action plans. The committee systematically
monitors the changes in risk levels, implements
necessary actions, and regularly reports to the Board
of Directors. The audit teams of Yıldız Holding and
independent auditors audit the committee’s
operations.
The risks are monitored under the following categories:
financial, operational, strategic, compliance, and other
risks. We consider both non-financial and financial risks
and follow the comprehensive risk management
framework. We cover all the risks in the value chain,
starting from raw material supply until reaching
customers, and estimate the impact of each unique
risk on Ülker Bisküvi. You can find the identified
sustainability risks in the annexes.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

exporting to Europe, depending on their carbon intensity.
The mechanism is expected to initially apply to
carbon-intensive industries such as steel and cement. Since
European Union is one of our most important markets, Ülker
Bisküvi, nevertheless, monitors these risks with a long-term
perspective—starts necessary actions proactively.
Actions: Decreasing carbon emissions and intensity is one
of the actions we prioritize in this context. In line with our
2024 goals, we aim to continue reducing energy intensity
and growing our business without increasing carbon
emissions. Currently, we work on a new roadmap for
net-zero emissions and will update our 2024 goals
considering the new regulations.

Plastic Pollution
Possible Impacts: Public awareness of the effects of
plastic pollution on the environment and oceans
significantly increased. Accordingly, investors, consumers,
and public institutions expect companies to take steps to
reduce their plastic use and switch to alternative materials.
Most of Ülker Bisküvi packaging uses plastic materials.
When the product is consumed, the packaging can cause
plastic pollution. Accordingly, new regulations are expected
to be implemented. Within the European Green Deal and
the new Circular Economic Action Plan framework, it is
expected that the European Union will promote the use of

Emerging risks

biodegradable and recyclable plastics in packaging and

New regulations under the European
Green Deal

Actions: As part of the sustainable packaging strategy

impose sanctions on disposable plastics.

developed in 2020, we aim to make all plastic packaging
100% recyclable, reusable, or compostable by 2025

Possible Impacts: Under the Green Deal, the European

increase the recycled plastics content in the “rigid plastic”

Union aims to be net zero emission by 2050. Accordingly,

material to 50% by 2025. We make investments according

new regulations continue to be compliant, and the carbon

to our goals.

border adjustment mechanism is among the planned
regulations. With the upcoming regulations it is expected
that additional carbon tax will occur for companies
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Ethics
Ethical business conduct
is one of the core values
of Ülker Bisküvi.
Ülker Bisküvi Code of Conduct covers anti-corruption

All three reports made to the ethics hotline this year

and anti-bribery regulations, as well as our relations

were resolved. There were no reports involving

with our stakeholders. With our hotlines, we keep track

anti-corruption and human rights issues, and there is

of any non-compliance with the Code of Conduct. In

no public legal action related to these issues. As per

addition, we provide training to our white-collar and

our Code of Conduct requirements, no donation was

blue-collar employees so they can internalize these

made or no support was given to politicians and

principles.

political parties in 2020.

This year, all employees received eight hours of training

In addition, our Code of Conduct covers
respect for human rights throughout the
value chain.

on ethical principles, covering the anti-corruption,
anti-bribery, and human rights topics on our online
platform. Subcontractors received a total of 2,624
man hours of human rights, corruption, and ethics

The Human Rights Policy we created for this purpose is

training.

based on the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises and the International Labor Organization

Our employees can access the Code of Conduct

Conventions. We share this policy in Arabic in Egypt

Guideline through Human Resources or the website

and Saudi Arabia and Kazakh and Russian in

and report any non-compliance on ethical issues. All

Kazakhstan.

reports made by our employees are kept confidential
and notified to the Ethics Committee every two

You can find Ülker Bisküvi’s Code of Conduct here.

months. Depending on their content, reported cases
are resolved with the help of different departments

You can find Ülker Bisküvi’s Human Rights Policy here.

such as Human Resources, Legal Affairs, and Internal
Audit. Non-compliances are reported to
etikbildirim@ulker.com.tr.
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ENVIRONMENT
we reduced our CO2

emissions per unit

production by

17%* in 2020.
*Comparing 2014
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We focus on climate crisis and energy, water,
waste management and biodiversity. We focus
on increasing energy and water efficiency,
reducing carbon emissions, and achieve zero
waste as our priorities.

The continuity of all life on our planet
depends on a healthy environment.
Non-sustainable use of resources
creates pressure on nature and a
threat to economic activities.
Therefore, it is crucial to protect
natural resources and biodiversity.
While doing our job we aim to minimize
our environmental impact and protect
soil, water, and biodiversity, our sources
of life. We focus on the climate crisis,
energy, water, waste management and
biodiversity. We focus on increasing
energy and water efficiency, reducing
carbon emissions, and achieve zero
waste as our priorities.

We focus on improving our performance in line with our

We monitor environmental impacts in all our plants and

2024 goals and reduce our environmental impact every

operations using performance indicators. We manage our

year. We invest in projects that will improve our

environmental performance to comply with international

performance. In 2020, our environmental investments and

standards and local regulations. Accordingly, our plants in

expenditures rose to 3.4 million TRY, up by approximately

Turkey have certifications related to ISO 14001

30% compared to last year.

Environmental Management System, ISO 9001 Quality
Management System and ISO 50001 Energy Management

To achieve our environmental goals and to internalize these

System. In 2020, we updated our ISO 50001 certifications

issues, there are criterias and objectives set in the

in all plants with 2018 version in line with the new updates

performance indicators of our employees.

and innovations.
You can find our environmental policy here.
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GOAL & PROGRESS
Reduce water
consumption by 30%
per unit production

Reduce carbon
emissions by 40%
per unit production
Develop
a long-term energy
efficiency strategy
Grow with zero
carbon emission
increase

3

4

Send zero waste
to landfills

5

2

Reduce rejected
packaging
ratio by 50%

6

GOALS

1

7

Obtain the BREEAM
Green Building
Certificate for our
Gebze Factory

PROGRESS
1

Our carbon emissions have remained
unchanged since 2014.

2

We created our energy efficiency
strategy and completed energy studies
in six plants. We planned long-term
investments and efficiency-enhancing
projects. In 2020, we saved 7,967 MWh
of energy.

3

4

Thanks to our best practices and the
21,000 tons of carbon credits we
purchased in 2020, we reduced our
CO₂ emissions per unit production by
approximately 17%.

5

The ratio of waste sent to
landfills was 9%.

6

We reduced rejected packaging ratio by 65% for flexible
packaging and cardboard boxes by 99% compared to
2014, surpassing our goal

We achieved a 35.4% reduction (compared
to 2014), surpassing our 2024 goal.

7

In 2019, we obtained the BREEAM Green
Building Certificate at a GOOD level.
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Climate Crisis
and Energy
The effects of the climate crisis in both
environmental and social areas are becoming
critical. Following the 2015 Paris Agreement
to keep global warming below 1.5°C, the
agenda for the climate crisis is getting more
attention in line with the international
developments such as Europe’s net zero
emission target by 2050 within the European
Green Deal.
Today, more than 110 countries have a
net-zero target, almost a quarter of which
was set last year. The decline of global
emissions by 7% during the pandemic
indicates that the transition to a net-zero
economy means a significant responsibility
for all stakeholders, especially the business
world.4

4. 5 years after Paris: How countries’ climate policies match up to their
promises, and who’s aiming for net-zero emissions; Conversation, 2020.
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Farmers faced great difficulties last year due
to extreme weather conditions and the lack
of resilience in infrastructure to such climate
crisis that affected significantly agricultural
production and operations in the entire value
chain. These effects are only projected to
magnify in the future. Because this situation
poses great risk for countries and companies,
taking swift precautions and actions against
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GRI

Thanks to our responsible production and consumption approach, we have grown our business without increasing our
carbon emissions since 2014.
This year, we reduced our production-related carbon emissions from our six plants in Turkey by 21,000 tons,
thanks to the renewable energy carbon credits we purchased from Zorlu Enerji Gökçedağ Wind Power Plant. This
reduction corresponds to approximately 15% of our carbon emissions in 2020.
Thanks to the energy efficiency projects we completed in 2020, we reduced our energy consumption by 7,967
MWh in total, saving approximately 3.2 million TRY in energy costs.
You can find our energy policy here.

such risks is crucial for environmental
sustainability.
As Ülker Bisküvi, we strive to achieve our
goals, especially in areas of high importance,
such as carbon emissions and energy
consumption. In line with the Sustainable
Development Goals and the Paris Agreement,
we continue to upgrade our climate change
strategy. We have been sharing our carbon
emissions openly as part of the Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP) since 2016.

Energy Intensity (MWh/ton)
1000
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600
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Emission Intensity (kgCO2/ton)*
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305

296

300
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200
150
100
2018
2018

2019

2020

2019

2020

* The greenhouse gas emission intensity, including the carbon credit
purchased in 2020, is 238 kgCO2/ton.
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Water
Management
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improve our water management and efficiency
performance.

pressure on water resources.
While the demand for water is expected to

In this context, we analyzed the groundwater and

increase by 40% in the future, the United

utility water systems in all factories and renovated

due to population growth and the
imbalances in weather conditions caused by
the global climate crisis is putting more

Nations World Water Development Report
reveals that over 2 billion people will face
water stress.5
Sustainability of production and efficient
use of resources are crucial for the
sustainability of the agriculture and food
industry, which use more than half of the
world’s water.

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

Within the scope of 2024 goals, we continue to

In 2020, we achieved a 35.4%
reduction in water usage per unit of
production compared to our 2014
baseline, surpassing our target of
30% reduction.

Growing demand for agricultural production

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

In the last six years, our
water savings amounted to

360,000 tons,

equivalent to the daily
water consumption of
approximately

2.5 million people.

the clean water and wastewater treatment systems,
installed rainwater recovery systems, and
flowmeters at all water consumption points in all

Water intensity (m3/ton)

factories. At the same time, we explored the water
recovery possibilities and conducted pilot studies.
We have completely renewed the water softening
systems in groundwater or municipal water used in
factories in the last four years and installed reverse
osmosis membrane systems according to the
hardness and conductivity of the water. By reducing
the flow rate of concentrated water streams by 30%
in these automated systems, we also reduced the
amount of discharged wastewater.
In the last six years, our water savings amounted to

1.6

1.56
1.52

1.55
1.5

1.43

1.45
1.4
1.35
2018

2019

2020

360,000 tons, equivalent to the daily water
consumption of approximately 2.5 million people.

5. https://www.unwater.org/publications/un-world-water-development-report-2021/
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Waste
Management
The amount of waste is increasing due to the
increasing consumption and production
activities with rising in population. The pollution
caused by these wastes harms both land and
water ecosystems, posing serious problems for
entire life forms in such habitats. Reducing and
re-evaluating plastic, water, and food waste in
production and consumption processes is crucial
for the viability of the food industry.

As Ülker, we adopt a zero-waste
company model and responsible
production and consumption
approach. We aim to use our
resources effectively, reducing waste
at its source.

ENVIRONMENT
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EMPLOYEES

Thanks to the Zero Waste Management system we
have implemented in our six factories in Turkey since
2014, we have increased our waste recycling rate
from 83% to 91% by the end of 2020. Our Silivri factory
continued to transfer its domestic waste to the Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality’s waste incineration plant.
With the support of the senior management support,
we redesigned waste stations and storage areas and
made significant infrastructure investments in this area.
By maximizing the waste classification in the waste
stations and temporary storage areas, which we

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

We support the “10x20x30”
initiative managed by the World
Resources Institute (WRI), which
was launched to reduce food loss
and waste by 50% by 2030. We work
with our business partner Migros
to reduce food loss and waste.”

renewed in all of our factories, many wastes that were
previously sent to landfill are recycled.

Food Waste
We support the “10x20x30” initiative managed by the
World Resources Institute (WRI), which was launched to
reduce food loss and waste by 50% by 2030. We work
with our business partner Migros to reduce food loss
and waste.

We actively use recycling and recovery
mechanisms to support this objective and
implement circular models.

We support the

“Food Safety: Save
Your Food”

We support the "Safeguard Your Food, Prevent Waste."
campaign of the Turkish Ministry of Agriculture and
FAO launched to prevent food loss.

Packaging Management
Our products are stored and presented in the most
suitable conditions since we are working on efficient
packaging and reducing total packaging waste.
In addition, we work to increase recycling ratios of
packaging, instead of using packaging that contains
different, hard to recycle raw materials.
You can find our work on Sustainable Packaging in the
Innovation section.

campaign of the Turkish Ministry
of Agriculture and FAO launched
to prevent food loss.
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Biodiversity
Protecting, renewing and restoring
biodiversity is of great importance for the
sustainability of agriculture. The loss of
biodiversity has reached a serious point today
due to changing climatic conditions, fire
caused by adverse weather conditions,
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Güzel Ülkem Forest
At Ülker, one of the issues we value most in terms of protecting nature is to contribute to a breathable future by
bringing our soils together with saplings. We continue to plant saplings within the scope of our project, which we
call Ülker Güzel Ülkem Forest. In 2020, we supported the “Geleceğe Nefes” Campaign of the Turkish Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry’s with our employees’ efforts. We planted a total of 31 thousand saplings in Ankara,
Karaman, where our factories are located, 11 thousand in Hatay, which was damaged by forest fires, and 20
thousand in Elazığ and Eskişehir to thank our healthcare workers, the heroes of the pandemic, together with the
Tema Foundation. The number of saplings under the name of Güzel Ülkem Forest has reached 59,500.

drought as well as deforestation due to
urbanization.

We support projects and
collaborate with international
and local nongovernmental
organizations and farmers,
deriving our strength from our
approach to protecting
biodiversity. We aim to protect
species, primarily in the regions
we operate.

11,000

saplings in
Karaman, Hatay
and Ankara

20,000
saplings in
Eskişehir and
Elazığ

The number of
saplings

GÜZEL ÜLKEM
FOREST

59,500
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VALUE
CHAIN
We work with
approximately

2,250
suppliers

in the supply chain.
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VALUE
CHAIN
Agricultural production needs to be
double by 2050 to feed a growing world
population.6
Environmental problems such as the
climate crisis and the associated water
stress put pressure on global food
systems and food security at risk.

Therefore, it is crucial to expand
the sustainable agriculture
practices to be resilient to
climate change.

We work on sustainable agricultural practices by collaborating
with farmers from one of our key stakeholder groups, we reduce
our environmental impact while empowering the farmers.
Our value chain focuses on sustainable and local raw material
procurement and agricultural practices primarily. Other focus
areas include operational excellence, quality, food safety and
logistics.

6. Global Risks Report 2020, World Economic Forum
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Supply
Chain
The COVID-19 outbreak revealed
vulnerabilities in global supply chains and
caused significant disruptions in supply
processes.
We aim to maximize the local supply, as one
of the key learning from the pandemic’s
impacts. We also focus on improving our
traceability in procurement processes.
We work with 2,250 suppliers in the supply
chain, of which 2,138 are local. In 2020, we
spent 72% of our supplier budget to local
suppliers.
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As a leading global food company with more than
2,000 suppliers worldwide, we strive to improve our
company’s and suppliers’ impact on the economy,
society, and environment. We care about establishing
and safeguarding a sustainable production process
that respects nature and human health across the
value chain. Accordingly, we encourage our suppliers to
be involved in the international certification processes.
We support our suppliers to improve their business
processes not only for competitiveness and
maintaining high-quality but also to reduce
environmental impacts.
We audit our raw and packaging material suppliers
evaluate their application standards, and encourage
them to make improvements in the identified areas.
You can find our Supply Chain Policy here, which covers
all of our supply chain operations and describes the
guidelines we expect our suppliers to comply with.
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Self-Assessment Surveys
We regularly monitor our suppliers in terms of quality
and product safety, environmental management, and
risk analysis.
In 2019, we conducted self-assessment surveys with 56
critical suppliers we selected based on our purchasing
volume and how important their product for our
business.
In 2021, we began conducting pilot audits on high-risk
suppliers we identified after assessing their approach
to social and environmental issues such as employee
rights, working conditions, energy and water
consumption, waste management.
We plan to continue these audits in a much more
comprehensive manner in 2021 and following years.
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Sustainable Agriculture and
Raw Materials
Problems such as the climate crisis, depletion of natural resources, decreasing agricultural areas while growing
population create serious risks for the global food systems. Stakeholders need to collaborate in the process of
finding a solution. We work with many stakeholder groups and support our farmers to become part of the solution.
We aim to produce wheat, cocoa, sugar, and vegetable oil, the raw materials we mainly use, in responsible and
sustainable ways. Accordingly, we collaborate with nongovernmental organizations, associations, and research
organizations. We ensure product safety in the raw material supply chain and reduce the environmental impacts
as far as possible in agricultural operations.

Ratio of Main Raw Materials Used in
Production (tons)

10%

Vegetable oil

24%
Sugar

1%

Hazelnut

1%

Pastorized egg

6%

Dairy products

50%

Wheat

8%

Cocoa
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Wheat
Wheat accounts for 50% of
the raw materials we use.
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As Ülker, we plan to use Aliağa biscuit wheat that
we developed. Our plan is to use soil of our
wheat needs by 2023.

We prioritize local producers in wheat
supply in order to both reduce
logistics-related carbon emissions and
contribute to the country's economy
and support local production.
We increase productivity in agriculture
and support our farmers with new
technologies and agricultural tools.

We collaborated with the Bahri Dağdaş Institute of
International Agricultural Research in Konya to develop
a local, high quality and high-yield biscuit wheat
variety resilient to diseases and drought.

We harvested the first Aliağa yield in 2020.
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The climate crisis changes the conditions of agricultural areas negatively and increases the risk
of drought in many regions. We continue our sustainable agriculture operations by developing
a high-yield, resilient variety of wheat, our most important raw material. We focus on
protecting our supply chain, production and farmers.

Aliağa Biscuit Wheat

In 2007, we launched a project to develop a variety of wheat suitable for biscuit production as
part of our efforts to produce sustainable and high-quality products. As a result of the studies
that we carried out jointly with Bahri Dağdaş International Agricultural Research Institute in
Konya. Biscuit wheat, which we named Aliağa, successfully passed the tests in different
locations and registered by the Ministry of Food, Agriculture/Seed Registration and
Certification Central Directorate.
Aliağa biscuit wheat was cultivated for the first time in 2019 and harvested in 2020. We
achieved our target of producing 300 tons of seed with this harvest. As Ülker, we plan to use
Aliağa biscuit wheat to source more than half of our wheat needs by 2023.

Beneﬁts;
Compared to existing wheat types, it provides 17-20%
more yield per hectare in wetland and 47-60% more in

We will stay one-step ahead in the industry with Aliağa biscuit wheat, introducing a new
species to producers and the local wheat industry. Aliağa biscuit wheat is the product of many
years of meticulous research to develop a wheat variety that is local, national, high-yield,
resilient to climate change, diseases, and drought. With its first harvest, Aliağa showed very
promising results that we could fullfill the requirement and expectations of the industry.

dry land.
Farmers are expected to increase their revenues by
20%–50% via using Aliağa seeds.
This new wheat variety has a higher yield, especially in
dry areas, and needs less water in wheat production.
The biscuit industry's need of a standard quality wheat
will be fullfilled via Aliağa Biscuit Wheat.
There will be cost advantages while variations in flour

300 TONS
OF SEED
PRODUCTION

standards will be reduced. Production would be more
standardized because this variety provides top-quality
standard.
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Cocoa
We procure cocoa—a primary raw
material—in a transparent and traceable
way. We have been a member of the World
Cocoa Foundation since 2012, an
organization that supports small producers in
production and information. In addition to
this, we launched the “Beyond Cocoa” project
in 2020. Like the world’s leading chocolate
producers, we work for empowerment of
cocoa farmers.

Like the world’s
leading chocolate
producers, we work to empower
cocoa farmers.

13% of our cocoa products are sourced
through Fildisi Company, which is one of our
group companies under Yildiz Holding,
established in the Ivory Coast. In this way, we
have the opportunity to work directly with
cooperatives and farmers in the supply chain.
We use high-quality and traceable raw
materials and we directly process purchased
cocoa beans.
In 2020, Fildisi Company procured 6,000 tons
of cocoa from the Ivory Coast. Our goal for
2021 is to increase the ratio of cocoa
procured through Fildisi from 13% to 25%.
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Beyond Cocoa
Önem Gıda, our Yıldız Holding group company that supplies all of our cocoa and chocolate products,
purchases cocoa beans from a very limited number of suppliers, including Fildisi Company based in the Ivory
Coast. Önem Gıda’s direct relationship with cocoa bean suppliers is an important leverage to control our
sustainability standards to the entire cocoa supply chain.

Together with Önem Gıda, we have developed our “Beyond Cocoa” strategy for
sustainable management of cocoa procurement in environmental and social manner.
With our vision of creating a positive impact on the entire supply chain, we implemented a sustainable cocoa
sourcing programme under three pillars: Planet, People and Product. We cover a wide range of topics, from
farmer welfare to traceability, deforestation, and agroforestry to child labor, responsible production. In these
areas, we have set the necessary targets and planned actions to achieve results, roll-out the strategy across
the value chain, and to achieve a cultural transformation.

We use high quality
and traceable raw
materials and we
directly process
purchased cocoa
beans.

Since 2018, pladis, Ülker’s Parent company, has been a member of the
Earthworm Foundation, a non-profit organisation, and has been working
with the NGO to implement transformation programmes in palm oil
production. The framework of this collaboration was extended to include
meetings with all cocoa bean suppliers in order to improve traceability back
to cooperatives and farmers. We gathered information about
deforestation, agroforestry, pesticide use, or child labor prevention. We
conducted field audits on suppliers and cooperatives through Earthworm.

We aim to make the positive impact by
empowering young people and women,
implementing agroforestry practices,
climate-friendly production, and provide
support.
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Beyond Cocoa

People
AREAS

STRATEGIC
FOCUSES

ENABLERS
Collaboration, Partnerships, Trainings, Empowerment

Ülker 2020 Sustainability Report

IMPROVING
PEOPLE'S LIVES

REGENERATING
RESOURCES

1. Farmers' Welfare

1. Deforestation &
Agroforestry
2. Climate Change
3. Responsible Chemical Use

2. Protection of Children
3. Local Community
Development

PROTECTION OF
CHILDREN

1. Support Living Income
Diﬀerential (LID) programme
STRATEGY
TOOLS

Planet

2. Implement Child Labor
Remediation programme

ENSURING PRODUCT
INTEGRITY
1. Traceability & Transparency
2. Product Quality
3. Responsible Sourcing

DEFORESTATION &
AGROFORESTRY

TRACEABILITY &
TRANSPARENCY

1. Leverage technology
(satellites GPS mapping), to
ensure agroforestry and nondeforestation practices

1. Partnerships with selected
suppliers for long term
collaboration

3. Open dialogue with local
communities and NGOs

2. Reduce carbon emissions
along the supply chain

4. Upskill farmers via trainings
and coaching

3. Support local partnerships to
train farmers on safe use of
chemicals

UPSKILL FARMERS
VIA TRAININGS AND
COACHING

Product

SUPPORT
LOCAL
PARTNERSHIPS

2. Publish annual progress
report (Sustainability Reporting)
3. Use the latest technologies
for full transparency from
farm to consumers

SELECTED SUPPLIERS
FOR LONG TERM
COLLABORATION
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Vegetable Oil
If produced responsibly and sustainably,
vegetable oil can offer many benefits with its
cost advantage and large production
capacity. Accordingly, it is crucial to ensure
responsible sourcing and traceability in the
vegetable oil supply chain.
pladis has been collaborating with the
Earthworm Foundation since 2018 to collect
information from its Tier-1 palm oil suppliers.
In this way, the traceability back to mill ratio
in the palm oil supply chain increased from
84% in 2018 to 93.5% in 2020. The satellite
tracking system pilot was implemented in
cooperation with the Earthworm Foundation
and Airbus. In this way, deforestation in the
palm oil supply chain is monitored, preventing
eventual deforestation.
In 2020, pladis published its no deforestation
peatland development, and exploitation
policy (No Deforestation, Peatland
Development and Exploitation Policy –
NDPE). With the support of the Earthworm
Foundation, the policy compliance process to
policies of the producers are being tracked
very closely.

Through the project implemented in collaboration with
pladis and Earthworm Foundation, the traceability back
to mill ratio in the palm oil supply chain increased from
84% in 2018 to 93.5% in 2020.

You can find the pladis’ Policy here.
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Operational
Excellence
We continue our journey of continuous
improvement with our Operational Excellence
Model. By making operational excellence a
part of our corporate culture, we make
improvements in all areas such as increasing
efficiency, occupational health & safety
quality assurance, optimization, energy
savings, and implement the Internet of Things
(IoT).
Our goal is to combine our different business
methods in a common pot and standardize
our work processes to the most advanced
global standards. To accomplish this, we
follow the Yıldız Excellence Path (YEP)
methodology developed by Yıldız Holding, our
parent company, based on the internationally
accepted lean production, total productive
maintenance, total quality management, Six
Sigma, and 5S approaches. YEP helps
building an infrastructure to create
operational excellence systems, excellence
culture and deliver sustainable results.
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In 2020, we saved 21.5 million TRY

with approximately 2,000 technical
improvement projects.”

YEP contributes to our “Zero Loss Journey”, part of the
improvement activities of the factories organized in line
with their strategic plans and goals. We strive to roll-out
excellence end-to-end and keep improving our processes by
including our suppliers, employees, and customers in the
process. We provide flexible career development
opportunities to our blue-collar employees so that they
acquire new competencies in management,
problem-solving techniques, and communications.
Within the scope of operational excellence, our teams work
in three focus areas: Zero occupational accidents, Zero
quality problems, and Zero loss. By the end of 2020, we
implemented approximately 2,000 technical improvement
projects helping us save 21.5 million TRY. Some examples:
We carried out loss analysis, workforce optimization,
material balancing, and capacity increase in our Ankara
plant. This saved us 6.7 million TRY.

We saved approximately 7 million TRY in our Gebze
plant through capacity increase, pallet efficiency, and
packaging savings projects.
In Topkapı production facilities, we achieved a financial
improvement of 4.6 million TRY only through capacity
increase projects. We saved more than 5.6 million TRY
through additional optimization and loss elimination
projects.
We saved 3.9 million TRY in total through work load
analysis, water saving and process improvement studies
at the Silivri factory.
Thanks to the capacity increase, alternative supplier and
raw material studies, and energy savings in the Karaman
factory, we saved a total of 3.3 million TRY.
We achieved a total financial savings of 1.3 million TRY
in our Esenyurt plant by reducing speed loss, downtimes,
and removing capacity bottlenecks.

YEP is implemented through the committees
established by volunteer employees from
different departments. We believe that the
ownership of operational excellence
processes covers all employees at every level.
This is why employees are actively involved in
these processes, regardless of their seniority
or position/title.
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Quality and
Food Safety
Quality and food safety are among the top
priorities for both our stakeholders and our
company. We ensure the quality and safety of
our products by producing with the highest in
international standards. We ensure that we
produce high-quality and safe foods through the
controls established at all stages of the value
chain from the raw materials supply to the final
product we deliver to the consumer.
We have the Central Quality Systems to ensure
that all business processes within our company
are carried out with same values and principles.
Accordingly, in 2020, we updated our Zero
Defect Handbook for Quality and Food Safety
standards in line with the internationally
recognized British Retailers Consortium
Standard Issue 8 (BRC V8).
We ensure food safety in our products comply
with international standards and regulations.
We continuously improve our processes, taking
learnings from internal and external audits. We
control all processes from raw material supplies
to customer deliveries using the control criteria
and critical control points we define based on
risk assessments. In 2020, as part of the
COVID-19 measures, we quickly identified the
procedures and precautions to ensure the
continuity of our production. We implemented
them at all plants.
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We 100% comply with the international food safety
(International Feature Standard- IFS Food), British Retail
Consortium- BRC, ISO 22000, ISO 9001, and Halal
certification.
In 2020, we reviewed all raw material and finished
product analysis plans to ensure compliance with Ülker
standards, international and local regulations.
Accordingly, we conducted various studies to define all
necessary parameters and appropriate control
frequencies,

Customer Notification System
In 2020, we redesigned the Customer Notification
System platform to accelerate customer relations
management processes and gather all feedback sent to
the Customer Communication Center on a single
platform. In this way, we accelerated the actions taken
to ensure customer satisfaction. We also measured
customer satisfaction and prepared trend reports
regarding the received feedback.

Zero Defect in Sales
In 2020, we provided “Zero Defect in Sales” training to
field sales teams of approximately 4,000 employees
(including sales representatives and market activity
personnel throughout Turkey). We explained the
requirements for maintaining the highest quality and
food safety standards after the products leave the
factory until they reach the consumer.

Quality and Food Safety in
Supply Chain
As Ülker Bisküvi, we know that ensuring quality and food
safety in our supply chain is an essential priority. We

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

Improvement projects for 30
suppliers designed by quality,
R&D, and procurement teams
position them as our strategic partners. We assess the
risks associated with each supplier, prepare audit plans,
monitor their performance, and draw up action plans
using the Supplier Quality Systems we developed. We
conduct periodic risk-based assessments and audits as
part of our supplier and warehouse distributor
management process. Supplier audits are carried out by
quality officials and independent audit institutions within
the group. In 2020, we audited 68 suppliers for quality
and food safety.
We aim to improve the business processes of our suppliers
not only through audits, but also through training and
development studies. In 2020, we organized
development projects with our quality, R&D, and
procurement teams for 30 suppliers. We carried out
development projects by establishing dedicated teams
for suppliers we had highest quality problems. In 2020,
we moved training programs to online platforms due to
COVID-19. A total of 103 suppliers participated in two
training programs we organized.

103 suppliers attended to
Supplier Quality and Food
Safety Training Programs.

establish long-term partnerships with our suppliers and
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GOAL

PROGRESS

As Ülker Bisküvi, we offer products from 10

Reduce logistics-based carbon
emissions by 20%

We reduced carbon emissions by 12,311 tons
in last two years. We have achieved an
approximately 15% reduction since 2014.

production facilities in four countries to
consumers in more than 100 countries. We

GRI

carry out our logistics operations in an
efficient and sustainable manner with the
aim of reducing the environmental impact

The projects we implemented in the supply chain enabled us to achieve;

while providing cost advantages as well. As

21% increase in transport with pallets

part of the Supply Chain Excellence project,

More than 102% increase in direct shipments from factory to customers;

we collaborate with our stakeholders to
increase efficiency in critical areas of the

More than 96% vehicle space utilization rate;

supply chain.

Optimum shipment routing with new tools and software, reduced carbon emissions through increased
vehicle space utilization, and 2% improvement in transportation costs

We have a target for 2024 to reduce our

Savings of over 20 million TRY in logistics operations, 0.5% increase in profitability, and 15%
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.

logistics-driven carbon emissions by 20%
compared to 2014.

In 2020, we improved our
processes and reduced 17,034
tons of CO2 emissions compared
to 2014.
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INNOVATION
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INNOVATION
We maintain our sustainable growth via
our innovation culture and R&D
capabilities. We work every day with our
competent R&D teams to develop
innovative and high-quality products.
Accordingly, we offer innovative
products to lead the industry.
We use the power of innovation to
improve our production processes in
many stages, from sustainable
packaging to operational excellence, to
maintain high quality and
standardization in our existing
products, and to develop new products
and innovative packaging. By doing
this, we aim to reduce our impact on
the environment.
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GOAL & PROGRESS
We focus on using recyclable
materials and less material to
reduce the environmental impact
of packaging.

Develop a sustainable
PACKAGING STRATEGY
and POLICY

Implement projects
to reduce
packaging
material

1

We set our goals and action plans

2

under the sustainable packaging
strategy developed by Ülker
Bisküvi and carry out our
activities in line with our goals.

GOAL
PROGRESS
1

We developed the strategy. We
prepared the 2025 plastic roadmap.

2

We used 536 tons less plastic, 660 tons
less paper, and 4 tons less aluminum in
our packaging.
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Thanks to the 69 cost savings projects we completed, we

generated approximately 26.6 million TRY savings.
knowledge in an easily accessible digital environment, and
we do our work in a faster, more efficient and sustainable

We support our innovative approach with our

way. As of 2020, all our product development processes

strong R&D capabilities. We develop new

became traceable and recordable online. In this context,

projects with highly-capable R&D and

we started using the QR code system for sample approvals

innovation team of 96 professionals. We carry

of the products, giving internal approvals through the

out scientific research projects that create

system directed by the QR code. We aim to carry out many

value for our company and society through

projects in digital environments, including raw material and
final product approval processes and the management of

collaborations with research centers of

R&D laboratory trials.

universities both in Turkey and international.
We continue product development,

Sustainable Packaging Strategy

packaging development, process, quality
improvement, technical consumer research,

We focus on using recyclable materials and less material to

scientific research, and regulations.

reduce the environmental impact of packaging. We set our
goals and action plans under the sustainable packaging

In 2020, we implemented 163 projects with

strategy developed by Ülker Bisküvi and carry out our

our R&D budget of 36.2 million TRY out of the

activities in line with our goals. In 2020, we reduced plastic

597 projects we worked on. Thanks to the 69

usage by 536 tons and PVC consumption by 297 tons.

cost savings projects we have completed, we
generated approximately 26.6 million TRY
savings. We used less packaging materials by
reducing our wastes through packaging
development projects. Our R&D and
innovation budget increased approximately
2.4 times vs. previous year.

This year, we introduced over 70 new chocolate, biscuit,
and cake products. We continue our research at Topkapı
Chocolate and Gebze Bakery R&D centers approved by the
Ministry of Industry and Technology. Our R&D centers test
and develop all the manufacturing processes of all new
products from the idea stage to the launch, including
consumer tests, production line trials, and shelf-life tests. In
addition, production, quality and efficiency improvement
studies are carried out regularly by R&D teams.

Within the scope of our packaging strategy;
We continue to work transforming all our plastic
packaging into recyclable or reusable form by the end
of 2025.
From 2021 to 2025, we will reduce plastic and paper
usage by 1,000 tons and 1,500 tons, respectively, in
total.
By the end of 2025, we will increase the recycled

Digitalization

plastic content in "rigid plastic" to 50%.

We completed the digitalization project we started in 2020
and digitalized all R&D processes at the R&D centers and
factories. In this way, we keep our experience and technical
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Innovation
Culture
As Ülker, we embrace innovation as a part of
our culture and support the building and

R&D ACADEMY

development of new ideas. In this context, we

More than
20 training
sessions that
more than

encourage our employees to develop ideas
through innovation and idea platforms,
training programs, and benchmarking.

600

With our Akıl Küpü platform, all employees
can share their Kaizen ideas internally. In

employees
attended to

2020, we implemented 16% of the 3,858
ideas submitted by our employees.

In 2020, we implemented

16% of the
3,858 ideas
offered by our
employees.

As Ülker, we adopt Idea Stars, an innovation,
inspiration and idea platform, which was implemented
within Yıldız Holding and employees from all
companies can participate. In this way, our employees
can share their views on various topics across the
group. We reward our employees encouraging them to
develop innovative ideas. We, as Ülker, compete in the
“Stars of the Year” contest organized by Yıldız
Holding to give awards to creative and innovative
ideas.

At Ülker, we aim to improve the skills and competencies
of our employees while expanding our R&D investments
and operations. We encourage employees to have an
open, innovative, and solution-oriented perspective,
following changes in the industry. Accordingly, we
encourage eligible employees to participate in domestic
and international training, seminars, and fairs. In
addition, we organized more than 20 training programs
with R&D Academy in 2020, attended by more than
600 employees.
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We keep investing in

our human capital and get stronger

with our employees.
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EMPLOYEES
The changing business environment
and conditions with the global
Covid-19 pandemic highlighted the
importance of keeping people and
social responsibilities as the focus for
companies.7
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From recruitment to talent management, our priority is always to
ensure the happiness of our employees.
We aim to become a global organization that nurtures an agile, people-oriented, transparent, and
inclusive culture for managing human capital. We do not compromise on ethical principles, winning
traits.

We keep investing

in our
human capital and grow
stronger with our
employees to better respond to
changing circumstances and improve
our competitiveness, as well as
keeping our position as an attractive
employer for top talents.

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

7. http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_NES_HR4.0_Accounting_2020.pdf
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GOAL & PROGRESS
Collect at least 500 SUGGESTIONS
from employees each year
under the sustainability category using
the AKIL KÜPÜ suggestion system

Reduce lost time
INJURIES to zero

Ensure all employees get
standard SUSTAINABILITY
TRAINING

Keep the REGRETTED
LOSS rate below 3%

4

3
2

1

Keep EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT at
65%–100%

5

GOAL

6

Reduce EMPLOYEE
TURNOVER RATE to 12%

PROGRESS
1

The rate was 1.08%.

3

We achieved an 80.2%
decrease compared to 2014.

5

The employee engagement ratio
was 83.7% in 2020.

2

To date, 2,500 employees received
standard sustainability training. In 2021, we
aim to provide sustainability training via the
online platform.

4

665 suggestions were
collected in 2020.

6

The employee turnover
rate was 7.67% in 2020.
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Employees by Gender

13%

Out of Scope

Our aim is to spread the perspective of gender
Diversity is an essential topic that contributes

equality, raise awareness on this issue, and

to business success in today's highly

support women throughout their careers. To

competitive world. Also it improves innovation

achieve this, we set goals to increase female

capacity with a positive impact on employee

employment and develop leadership and

engagement.8

mentoring programs for women.

As Ülker Bisküvi, we put great
importance to inclusivity and to
gender equality. We employ 5,159
people with different abilities
while ensuring equal
opportunities for all.

21% of all employees and 38% of senior

87%

management are women. In 2021, we are

In Scope

working on a roadmap that will put an emphasis
on female empowerment by embracing diversity.
On the other hand, we are increasing the number
of positions for disabled employees as a social
responsibility. We create programs that

Employees by Category

contribute to the education and employment of
people with disabilities.
At Ülker Bisküvi, we support women's employment

21%

FEMALE

in critical roles. Women account for 20% of
employees in income-generating positions in
Turkey.

79%
MALE

8. http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_NES_DEI4.0_Toolkit_2020.pdf
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Talent Development
and Performance
Management

Since 2011, we ensure that managerial positions are backed

Talent management plays a crucial role in

to work at Ülker Bisküvi.

addition, we announce open positions internally first to
Group companies and provide alternatives for employees to
maximize their potential. On the other hand, we use the
JOB Intern program run by Yıldız Holding to recruit young
talents. Under this program, seven new graduates started

talent development. We provide our employees
with all the support they need in their career

Trainings

development needs to adapt to changing world

the company’s vision and goals. To ensure employees adapt

conditions. The focus of this approach is to

to the changes in business life, we plan their current and

develop and retain existing talent and attract

future development needs to provide competitive power.

new talent. The employee turnover rate in 2020

This is how we support our employees to become the best in

was 7.67%, below the 2024 target of 12%. In

their business and prepare Ülker Bisküvi and themselves for

particular, we follow the regretted loss rate as the

the future via learning and development programs.

target for 2024. In 2020, this rate was 1.08%.
Employees benefit from training programs such as
We assess employee performance objectively in

Leadership Training (Leadership Summit, Leadership

line with our talent management approach and

Compass, Leadership Map, First Step to Leadership),

provide training to develop their competencies.

Personal Development (Catalog) Training, Ethical Principles

We use the performance management system to

and Operation Principles Training, Occupational Health and

assess employees’ current performance and

Safety Training, First Level Manager Training, Star Operator

explore improvement opportunities. The process

Training, and Technical Training. In addition, they benefit

is completed in three phases: goal setting, interim

from opportunities such as spesific expertise programs,

assessment, and assessment periods which are

management training, national and international

mainly shaped by feedback of the managers.

conferences, personal and professional development

Based on the performance results, goals and

programs.

competencies, we support employees with career

evaluated under the performance management
system.

GRI

25

21

23

25

20

10
5

We design training and development programs in line with

needs. All of out-of-scope employees are

ANNEXES

15

journeys and proactively respond to their

planning and provide training to meet their

LEADERSHIP

Training hours per employee

up through the Human Resources Planning (HRP) process. In

achieving our strategic goals. We enhance our
status as an attractive employer by investing in

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

In 2020, we provided average of 25 hours of
training per employee and 5.6 hours per
person to subcontractors.

0
2018

2019

2020

Wages and Benefits
Wages and benefits are also related to career journeys and
performance management. Employees’ salaries and
benefits are managed in line with the market conditions.
We offer flexible benefit packages for out-of-scope
employees to shape their standard benefits in line with
their needs. Employees choose from alternatives, including
complementary medical insurance for spouses and
children, shopping vouchers, medical checkups, and private
pension insurance offered on the flexible benefits portal,
based on the budget they are offered.
Benefits of in-scope employees are defined under the
terms and conditions of the labor agreements with union.
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Employee Engagement
Open communication and effective dialog encourage our employees to make
long-term career plans at Ülker Bisküvi while contributing to business results that
they feel valued and happy.
We ensure that employees participate in decision-making processes with their ideas and suggestions. Since 2017,
we have conducted the employee engagement survey “Voice of the Stars” every two years to better identify
the expectations and needs of employees.
In the survey conducted by an independent consultancy company; we learned the evaluations and suggestions of
employees in various categories such as communication, cooperation, customer orientation,

innovation, career development, quality, and engagement. We conduct activities to create and
implement action plans in line with the survey results.

At the BOC International Brilliance Awards, one of the international
award platforms, we won the golden prize in two of the four categories we
were nominated for. We received the award in the “Excellence in
Employee Engagement” category with the Blue-Collar Employee
Management process we designed during the pandemic period. We won
another award in the “Excellence in Technology for Internal
Communication” category for the "Blue Collar's first digital assistant:
ONE” application. ONE is an internal mobile application that allows instant
access to information and remote execution of face-to-face processes by
taking many processes to the digital platform.
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Events that increase employee contribution and
engagement support our open communication culture.
Stars of the Year
Every year, Ülker competes in the Stars of the Year contest
organized by Yıldız Holding to share best practices and
culture reward behaviors that support teamwork. In this
competition, we encourage implementing new and original ideas in categories such as GOYA, Zero Defect, Alignment, Contribution to Growth, Innovation, Cost Advanta-

Instant Reward&Recognition
A fast rewarding process for employees who make a
contribution to our company within the framework of Yıldız
Holding's values and core competencies. The award is in a
tangible or intangible (written or verbal recognition)
instant reward system where only in-scope employees are
rewarded.

ge, Digital Leadership, and Occupational Safety.

Star of the Month
A Short Break for Breakfast
A group of employees representing the factory employees

Employees are rewarded in the Quality Star of the Month
and OHS Star of the Month categories based on their
contributions. Facilities can also receive the Star of the
Month award. Star Workshop awards are given every
three months.

meet with executives and in-scope employees in a
breakfast organized every month to discuss employee
suggestions. This event is also planned quarterly with

Motivation Teams

in-scope employees to share business outcomes and the
company’s best practices.

Akıl Küpü
Akıl Küpü was designed as an internal communication
tool to improve the innovative and entrepreneurial skills
of in-scope employees. Employees suggested 3,858 ideas
through Akıl Küpü this year, 16% of which were
implemented. Worth to highlight that 665 of these

Voluntary activities make significant contribution to
employee engagement. Accordingly, we created
Motivation Teams of 40 voluntary employees from each
factory. Every year, we realize the activities planned
within the scope of the "Make Happy Be Happy" calendar.
We organize events, such as cultural trips, special day
celebrations, sports tournaments, and choir activities, and
undertake social responsibility projects with employees.
During the pandemic, we started organizing these
activities online. Our activities such as sports tournaments
and choir activities are held online with the simultaneous
participation of employees.

suggestions were about sustainability.
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Occupational
Health and Safety
We aim to provide a safe and healthy work
environment to our employees and always be
among the best in the sector in Occupational

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

All OHS issues are managed by the Vice President of
OE–HSE (Operational Excellence, Health, Safety,
Energy, Environment), Quality and Sustainability, and
the senior executive members of Ülker’s Sustainability
Platform. The Vice President of OM–HSE, Quality and
Sustainability in charge of OHS reports directly to the
CEO. 100% of employees are represented by OHS
councils, HSE committees and employee
representatives.

Health and Safety (OHS).
In line with the Zero Occupational Accident
goal, we carry out OHS studies at
international standards beyond legal
requirements.

We conduct proactive risk assessments in the factories
and take the necessary precautions to prevent
accidents. We analyze the root causes of accidents for
unsafe behavior and unsafe working environment. The
OHS team conducts internal audits in factories and
develops projects to eliminate the identified risk areas.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

Lost time accident rate (LTAR)
1.6

24% Reduction
1.49

1.4

1.29
1.13

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
2018

2019

2020

We manage all our factories with the
ISO 45001 Occupational Health and
Safety Management System. As of
January 2021, all our plants
completed their transition to ISO
45001.
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Training and
OHS Culture
As part of our operational excellence efforts,
we provide trainings and programs to raise
awareness among our employees about safe
behaviors, spread OHS culture and achieve
our zero accident target. In 2020, we
provided OHS training for 42,362 man hours
in total and 8.3 hours per employee on
average and 4,386 hours of training to 1,157
subcontractors we worked with.
Our OHS team performs internal audits,
determining the deficiencies to improve our
company’s OHS culture, and conducts
projects to eliminate these deficiencies. We
contribute to our company’s corporate
culture and minimize our occupational
accidents.
We use Accident/Near Miss Map and OHS
Handbook to inform our employees about
occupational safety and the Accident-Free
Days Table to share our performance. We
deploy Safety, Quality, Security, Environment
(SQSE) standards to ensure all employees
embrace the zero accident culture.

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

We implemented a behavior-oriented occupational
safety system called Occupational Safety Ambassador
to ensure employees adopt the OHS culture. In the
system that covers all employees in the factories, each
employee observes the behavior of other employees in
terms of compliance with OHS rules. Noticing an unsafe
behavior, the employee writes a notification card as a
reminder to the related person. The notified employee
signs the card and returns in the notification box. On
the other hand, a thank-you card is sent in the same
procedure if a role-model safe behavior is observed.
The Occupational Safety unit keeps track of the cards
and rewards employees who receives the most
thank-you cards and who write the most reminders.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

GRI

ANNEXES

We plan OHS events for employees in our factories.
Employees share their expectations and opinions
regarding OHS in monthly meetings. Role-plays are
also performed to raise awareness of OHS. In addition,
we generate slogans, photography, and quiz contests
on OHS days annually. We support our employees'
mental health through a psychologist serving in our
factory two days a week. Moreover, we encourage our
employees to have a balanced diet by providing
dietitian services in our factories two days a week.

We always plan activities to encourage employees to
act safely. We also standardized our Occupational
Health and Safety, Environment, and Energy processes,
business methods, and best practices and published
Ülker’s Occupational Health and Safety,
Environmental, and Energy Handbook.
The similar procedure is implemented in product
quality&food safety “the Food Safety Ambassador”.
Moreover, we assign a supervisor in charge of each
area under the Area Responsibility Project. The area
supervisor monitors the OHS standards and behaviours
in their respected areas. They ensure that their
responsibility area is safe for their colleagues and
visitors.
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Digitalization
and OHS
We keep digitalizing our OHS processes as
part of our digitalization roadmap. We
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ANNEXES

GRI

We won the OHS award within the scope
of the International Safety Awards 2020
Digitalization studies by the British Safety
Council every year.

installed an Occupational Health and Safety
information management system, the SafeUP
software, and started to run all OHS processes
through this program.
We follow all the related topics on the
platform, including Occupational Health and
Safety Training, Risk Assessment activities,
PPE, Emergency Response, Health
(e-prescription), Legal Compliance, Hazard
and Non-Compliance monitoring etc.
In addition to our digitalization efforts, we
moved our Basic Occupational Health and
Safety training to our online platform. We
developed these training programs following
regulations and made them available for our
employees via pladis Academy.

We brought our OHS performance to the global standards with
the behaviour-oriented safety culture projects. Our OHS
projects enabled us a reward at the 2020 International Safety
Awards organized by the British Safety Council. According to
the results of the International Safety Awards 2020, which is
one of the most prestigious international awards in OHS and to
which international enterprises show great interest, we were
rated 36 points with the success of the "Pass" score.

We were awarded while we reduced occupational
accidents significantly every year, created employee
awareness about safety culture.
You can find the measures we took to ensure the health of our
employees during the global pandemic in the section: How did
we manage COVID-19?

The pladis Academy provides other training
programs as well, such as COVID-19
Information, Travel Safety, and Traffic Safety,
besides OHS training.
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SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
We reduced 190
tons of fat, 172 tons of

sugar and 28

tons of salt across

all product

categories in 2020.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
GOAL

PROGRESS

Reduce the amounts of fat, salt, and sugar
across all product categories

We reduced 190 tons of fat, 172 tons of
sugar and 28 tons of salt across all
product categories in 2020.

Reduce customer complaints per million
packages every year compared to the
previous year

There is an increase compared to 2019.

We help a society embracing a balanced nutrition and good life habits. For this reason,
we carry out studies related to high-fiber products and reduce the amount of fat,
sugar, and salt from our products.

According to the Good Life
Brands Research
conducted in cooperation
with Nielsen and
Sustainable Brands
İstanbul, Ülker has been
selected as the “Good Life
Brand” for the third
consecutive year

Good Life and Balanced Diet
As Ülker Bisküvi, we promote good life and balanced nutrition by analyzing and monitoring changing consumer
habits and demands. In line with consumer demands and expectations, we reduce our products’ sugar, fat, and salt
content, increase nutritional content such as fiber, and offer more products with portion control. In 2020, we
reduced 190 tons of fat, 172 tons of sugar, and 28 tons of salt in our products.
This year, our R&D and marketing teams worked together to prepare a good life roadmap. We developed
strategies for good life products by identifying the objectives and actions needed in the long term.

Share of Products with Increased Nutritious Ingredients in Revenue
Share of products with reduced sugar, fat, and salt

5%

Share of products with high nutritional value

1%

Share of products reformulated in terms of nutritional value

1%
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BALANCED LIFE

sugar
FREE

We launched our first sugar-free
product, Ülker Bebe with Whole
Grain, Carob and Apple Juice. Our
product, sweetened with apple juice
concentrate and grape molasses,
contains wheat flour, carob flour,
pasteurized milk, 12 vitamins, and
seven minerals. It is a rich source of
minerals, vitamins, and fiber, thanks
to its nutritious and delicious
ingredients.

rich source
OF FIBER

Our limited edition Saklıköy
Bitter Chocolate Whole
Wheat Biscuit product offers
a new taste experience for
consumers while providing a
rich source of fiber.

salt

REDUCTION

We achieved improvements with
our salt reduction projects in our
Krispi Spicy Stick, Krispi Hot Stick
and Krispi Knurl Spice Stick
products without compromising
taste.

portion
CONTROL

Our “mini” products launched in the
chocolate category—Albeni, Ülker
Chocolate Wafer, Metro, Laviva,
Caramio, and Cocostar—are sold in
multiple packs, provide portion
control in the Good Life category.
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Responsible
Marketing
As the leader manufacturer of biscuits and
chocolates in Turkey and one of the largest of
the world, we always aim to move the food
industry forward. We believe that one of our
most important responsibilities is providing
guidance to our consumers, including children
and youth. We ensure that the products we
produce with high-quality standards are sold
in a transparent and responsible way based
on the Responsible Nutrition Communication
Guideline. In addition, Yıldız Holding is among
the signatories of the Turkey’s Pledge for the
National Food and Beverages Alliance signed
by the leading companies in food industry to
set the rules of advertising for children.
We implement a two-way communication

In 2020, we
resolved
approximately

99% of the
6,927

feedback sent
to our
Customer
Communication
Center.

strategy to accurately and effectively track
the needs and expectations of our
consumers. We improve communication with
our customers through the Customer
Communication Center (CCC) and
continuously improve ourselves via their
feedback. In 2020, we resolved
approximately 99% of the 6,927 feedback
sent to the CCC.
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Corporate Social
Responsibility

As our founder, Sabri Ülker, once put,

During the pandemic that affected the entire

These words are the source of inspiration and pathfinder for us that we have built
all our social responsibility projects on the main idea of "children's happiness".

world, we continued producing and delivering
our products to consumers. We reached out
to people with our social welfare programs
and strived to give moral support to our
healthcare workers with our products as our
appreciation for their dedication and sacrifice
during the pandemic.
We supported quarantine dorms/wards,
healthcare workers, contact tracing teams
throughout the year, and the people in need
during the Ramadan period through NGOs.
We also donated clothes and toys to more
than 1,000 children as part of the Make
Happy Be Happy Day celebrations held on

ANNEXES

GRI

“We believe that every person in the world
has the right to have a happy childhood, no
matter where they live.”

Ülker has been a part of happy childhood memories for all generations since 1944, and we prioritize
projects that will make children happy as always. We invested in children’s physical, social, cultural,
and mental development through projects grouped under three categories: sports, art/cinema, and
balanced nutrition education.
In line with this approach, we reached nearly 1.5 million children in the last decade through our
projects such as the Children’s Cinema Festival, Soccer Villages, and Ülker Children’s Art Workshop.
Between 2007 and 2016, our children’s soccer projects introduced more than 330,000 children to
sports at an early age. The U-15 National drafted players among the boys and girls who participated
in the Soccer Villages. Some of them made it to play in A team in their sports clubs. We sponsored
Istanbul Modern’s Your Thursday campaign and supported Baksı Museum’s Free Tuesdays initiative to
introduce the masses to art.

third Thursday of every November.
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To create a society that collaborates and
takes action, we believe that it is the first
step to recognize and underscore the
importance of protecting the nature that
we want to leave to future generations.
With this in mind, we launched the
project “My Beautiful Country, Nature is
Entrusted to Us” in 2020 to simplify the
concept of sustainability, making it easy
to understand and applicable for
everyone.
With Şahika Ercümen, the world diving
record holder, experts, and Ülker
employees, we prepared six-episode
video series to inform our stakeholders
about sustainability. We filmed each
episode in one of Turkey’s hidden natural
wonders and created content that
promotes our country’s natural treasures.
After sharing each topic, we explained
what we did as Ülker. We invited our
consumers to contribute to our process
by offering solutions that are applicable
in their own lives.
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At the end of 2020, we posted the
first two episodes on social media
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1

2

3

What is sustainability?

Could we run out of Water?

What is the source of
Energy?

ANTALYA
SAZAK - CENEVİZ BAYS

ERZİNCAN GİRLEVİK
WATERFALL

İZMİR BERGAMA
POWER PLANT

4

5

6

What happens to our
waste?

What we leave behind
as footprint?

Caring about wasteless
production

ELAZIĞ KARALEYLEK
CANYON

KIRKLARELİ İĞNEADA
LONGOZ FORESTS

TURKEY
SEVERAL LOCATIONS

GRI

and digital channels especially our
@ulker Instagram account. Likewise,
in our mobile-oriented campaign, we
created a 360-degree plot where we
interact with our consumers through
mobile-focused content such as
additional surveys, posts, and stories
in main videos. Our videos were
viewed approximately 13.9 million
times on Instagram and Facebook,
3.8 million times on YouTube, 1.9
million times on TikTok, and 1.7 million
times as digital videos.

We are delighted to have
received countless thank-you
messages from our consumers
for this exceptional work.

You can find all
our videos here.
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At the 2021 edie Sustainability Leaders Awards, we were proud
to be the only company from Turkey to be shortlisted in four
categories: Water Management, Waste and Resource
Management, Team of the Year, Employee
Engagement&Behaviour Change Initiative
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LEADERSHIP
Sustainability indices and
international awards also
acknowledge our efforts inspired
by our leadership vision.
We were the first and only
Turkish company listed in the
Sustainability Yearbook 2021
among the food products
industry by S&P Global, an
international rating agency that
evaluates the environmental,
social, and governance
indicators of 61 industries and
7,000 companies.
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We continue to be included in the BIST
Sustainability Index since 2015.

We were the ﬁrst and only Turkish
company listed in the Sustainability
Yearbook 2021 among the food products
industry based on the S&P Corporate
Sustainability Assessment. .
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FoodDrinkEurope
and European
Food Information
Council (EUFIC)
membership

World Cocoa
Foundation
support

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Continue to cooperate
with leading organizations
for future projects

Collaboration with
World Resource
Institute (WRI)

ANNEXES

GRI

Turkish Industry and
Business Association
(TÜSİAD) Environment
and Climate Change
Working Group

Goal

Active
participation
in seminars and
conferences

LEADERSHIP

The Federation
of Food & Drink
Industry
Associations
of Turkey

Business World
and Sustainable
Development
Association

Collaboration
with Earthworm
Foundation
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Our goal is to become a
leading brand in
sustainability in our
sector by working and
collaborating with our
stakeholders.
Accordingly, we actively
participate in
multi-stakeholder
initiatives.
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At the 2021 edie Sustainability Leaders Awards, one of the most prestigious
business awards worldwide, we were proud to be the only company from
Turkey to be shortlisted in four categories: Water Management, Waste and
Resource Management, Team of the Year, Employee Engagement&
Behavior Change Initiative

Through pladis and Onem Gida, we collaborate with
the Earthworm Foundation to improve palm oil
traceability and cocoa supply chain sustainability.

As part of our membership to the Food Drink Europe and the EUFIC, we
continue our work on food safety and sustainability and participate in
related seminars and conferences.

We are a member of the TÜSİAD Environment and Climate
Change Working Group and Energy Efficiency Task Force.

We continue to support the World Cocoa Foundation.

We are in collaboration with Business Council for Sustainable Development
Turkey which is a branch of WBCSD.
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RISK AREA

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL

Actions
Climate crisis, packaging waste,
energy,production in areas with water
stress and food loss and waste.

Continue investments in energy and water
eﬃciency, reduce food losses with zero loss
principles in the production and supply chain,
implement sustainable packaging strategy,
and reduce carbon emissions through
Operational Excellence eﬀorts

Increasing expectations from
stakeholders on sustainability issues,
change in consumer habits.

Periodic analysis for stakeholder engagement
and continuous monitoring of consumer
behaviors, regular updates for studies related
to materiality and strategy

DIGITALIZATION

Growing importance of technological
developments and cybersecurity
practices in all stages of the value
chain. The rapid growth of the share of
e-commerce in sales.

Discuss the impact of digitalization and
technological development on strategy,
business models, and cybersecurity, increase
investments in e-commerce.

SUPPLY CHAIN

Diﬃculties in accessing imported raw
materials, developing local
procurement opportunities and
monitoring suppliers’ environmental,
social and ethical incompatibilities,
managing sustainable agricultural
practices.

Review imported raw materials and evaluate local
procurement opportunities, establish systems for
monitoring and supervising the environmental,
social, and ethical compliance of suppliers, and
support sustainable agricultural practices for raw
materials such as cocoa and wheat

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

Covid-19 risk exposure of employees,
subcontractors, increased work
accidents, and lost time.

Provide training to all employees on COVID-19
awareness, take all precautions to mitigate
the eﬀects of the pandemic, publish COVID-19
guidelines, continue with the Zero Accident
program

SOCIAL

NATURAL
DISASTERS

Natural disasters including
earthquakes, ﬂoods, storms, and ﬁre,
chemical waste, and leakage risks.

Conduct periodic training and drills, keep
emergency response plans up-to-date,
convene emergency response management
committee at speciﬁc intervals

QUALITY AND
FOOD SAFETY

Food safety and quality, customer
complaints.

Perform internal and external audits following
international quality and food safety
standards at all our plants, audit suppliers
based on risk analyses and Ülker
Quality&Food Safety standards. Conduct
periodic audits at distributor warehouses,
provide periodic training to factory
employees. Evaluate and resolve all customer
complaints submitted through the customer
communication center

ANNEXES

GRI

BASIC RISK

ACTIONS

CLIMATE CRISIS

Conduct energy eﬃciency studies in plants, evaluate
alternatives for renewable energy use, use digital solutions
and optimize routes to reduce logistic emissions, use carbon
credits through carbon trade systems, replace refrigerant
gases with environmentally friendly ones

PRODUCTION IN WATER
STRESSED AREAS

Water eﬃciency, water/wastewater recovery investments,
water risk analysis, rainwater collection, prioritization of dry
cleaning activities in all plants especially in water stressed
areas

PACKAGING

The 2025 roadmap and the related investments to make the
packaging products 100% recyclable, reusable and
compostable. Work with licensed companies to recycle and
recover all packaging waste produced. Develop innovation
projects to reduce packaging waste, remove certain
problematic materials (e.g. PVC)

ENERGY

Standardize energy eﬃciency projects under the ISO 50001
Energy Management System established in all plants, install
energy monitoring systems, obtain funding support under
the Eﬃciency Improvement Project (EIP) carried out in
collaboration with the Turkish Ministry of Energy and
Natural Resources, monitor energy performance evaluations
with the senior management on monthly basis, prepare
annual energy eﬃciency investment budgets to meet
long-term energy eﬃciency goals

FOOD LOSS AND WASTE

Apply the “do it right the ﬁrst time" philosophy when using the
production methods under the Zero Loss and Zero Waste
program, minimize food losses through materials balances and
waste management studies, and use all non-healthy scraps as
animal feed

CHANGES IN
STAKEHOLDER
EXPECTATIONS

Evaluate the expectations of all stakeholders through
periodically updated stakeholder engagement analysis,
prepare action plans for material issues, strengthen brand
reliability, and purpose-led planning

CHANGES IN CONSUMER
HABITS

Monitor trends with consumer research studies in diﬀerent
areas, accelerate innovation in products and packaging
according to customer demands, and evaluate consumer
and customer expectations in light of national and
international regulations on labeling, recyclable packaging,
and sustainable raw material procurement

INDUSTRY 4.0

Strengthen the technological infrastructure of the factories
and initiate IoT studies in pilot plants and then replicate
them in all production sites. Digitally monitor parameters
such as eﬃciency, waste and stoppage as part of the
Operational Excellence eﬀorts and use energy eﬀectively
through energy monitoring systems

CYBERSECURITY

Perform internal and external audits, conduct penetration
tests, prepare periodic vulnerability reports, give
information security trainings to all employees, report
phishing incidences, conduct risk management and
execution of risk insurance

ANNEX 1: Main Sustainability Risks Aﬀecting
Ülker Bisküvi
Risks

LEADERSHIP

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

DIGITALIZATION
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RISK AREA

BASIC RISK

ACTIONS

E-COMMERCE

Increase the number of customers using online channels,
sales and service platforms, develop e-commerce channels
under e-Star, a subsidiary of Yıldız Holding, the parent
company of Ülker Bisküvi

ACCESS TO IMPORTED
RAW MATERIALS

Review imported raw materials and evaluate local
procurement opportunities, ensure R&D and procurement
teams implement the supplier development program

ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL, ETHICAL
DISCREPANCIES

Conduct the supplier risk analysis. Assess environmental,
social and ethical performance in high-risk suppliers. Include
Human Rights, Sustainable Procurement and Ethical
Principles in procurement contracts. Develop supplier audits
and make long-term plans with independent audit ﬁrms

DIGITALIZATION

SUPPLY CHAIN
AGRICULTURE

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

NATURAL
DISASTERS

VALUE CHAIN

INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

RISK AREA

NATURAL
DISASTERS

Continue with the Aliağa Biscuit Wheat project aimed at
sustainable wheat agriculture, and the “Beyond Cocoa”
program aimed at Sustainable Cocoa supply, undertaken in
collaboration with an NGO in the Ivory Coast,with our main
raw material supplier "Onem Gida". Keep ongoing eﬀorts to
supply sustainable hazelnut

PANDEMICS

Restructure/reorganize all work areas in the wake of the
COVID-19 outbreak, change working conditions by
conducting risk analysis on employees (women, people with
disabilities, people with chronic illnesses, etc.), draw up
workplace hygiene practices guide, and provide online OHS
training for all employees. Obtain the TSE COVID-19 Secure
Production Certiﬁcate for all our plants in this context

OCCUPATIONAL
ACCIDENTS

Conduct occupational safety culture studies, perform
mechanical risk assessments, install a lockout-tag out
system, digitalize occupational safety processes and track
them using software, prepare accident investigation reports
and root-cause analyses. Publish the OHS manual and
provide training to all employees

SUBCONTRACTORS

Conduct risk analysis for subcontractors and subemployers,
prepare subcontractor management system policy, notify
OHS requirements in procurement contracts,
company-subemployer-subcontractor joint communication
platform meetings, supervise subcontractor work and
provide training

EARTHQUAKE

Conduct earthquake etudes at our plants and conduct
regular earthquake and emergency drills. Keep all
equipment ready in working condition in emergency
containers. Take the necessary measures in all our
companies under the direction of the Earthquake
Emergency Response Committee (EERC) established under
the leadership of the senior management of Yıldız Holding,
our parent company. Provide regular training and establish
evacuation, intervention and rescue teams

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

LEADERSHIP

ANNEXES

GRI

BASIC RISK

ACTIONS

FIRE

Conduct ﬁre risk analyses at all our plants. Necessary
investments in ﬁre protection systems and conduct regular
training and drills. Ongoing investments for proactive
technological solutions (ﬁre sensors, in-panel extinguishing,
volume extinguishing, etc.)

FLOOD–STORM–
CHEMICAL LEAKAGE

Perform risk analyses for all emergencies and natural
disasters. Installing overﬂow pools in all hazardous chemical
warehouses and foam extinguishing systems in hazardous
waste and chemical storage areas. Locating suspensive and
absorbent materials at suitable locations to avoid leakage

FOOD SAFETY AND
QUALITY

Install the ISO 9001, ISO 22000, BRC, IFS, Halal systems in all
our factories. Perform weekly Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) ﬁeld audits and periodical microbiological and chemical
analyses for raw materials, products, ambient air, and
surfaces that come/do not come in contact with personnel
hands/clothing at all our plants. Conduct regular pest control
practices and check the control points set in the production
process at frequencies determined by the risk assessment

SUPPLIERS

Regularly conduct Food Safety Supplier Audits by
independent audit ﬁrms. Additionally, auditing distributor
warehouses each year, identifying development areas, and
monitoring improvement plans. Ongoing studies on a system
to allow all suppliers to log in with the supplier relationship
management (SRM) system, monitoring suppliers’
environmental and social performances on this system in
addition to quality and food safety standards

CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS

Renew the Customer Notiﬁcation System platform, allowing
consumers/customers to manage their notiﬁcations sent to
the Customer Communication Center via any
communication channel, measuring consumer/customer
satisfaction, preparing trend reports related to the
notiﬁcations received and allows us to take quick action via
this new system

QUALITY AND
FOOD SAFETY
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Ankara Chamber of Industry
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INNOVATION

EMPLOYEES

Istanbul Mercantile Exchange
Gebze Chamber of Commerce

ANNEXES

GRI

Communication
Frequency

Stakeholder
Group

Communication Channels

Daily

Employees

Satisfaction surveys, OHS board meetings, announcements
and information, internal publications, annual reports,
sustainability reports, training programs, workshops,
website, industrial relations boards, employee support line,
Akıl Küpü, stakeholder analysis
Memberships and board memberships, active participation
in meetings and joint eﬀorts, annual reports, sustainability
reports, announcements, seminars, conferences, website,
stakeholder analysis

Monthly

One-to-one meetings, annual reports, sustainability reports,
quality inspections, relevant policies and documents,
website, stakeholder analysis

Weekly

General assembly, material even disclosures, press
statements, one-to-one meetings and correspondences,
attendance to conferences, broker/bank reports, periodic
information letters, annual reports, sustainability reports,
website, perception projects, stakeholder analysis

Weekly

Shareholders and
Investors

Public Institutions

One-to-one meetings, annual reports, sustainability reports,
stakeholder analysis

Monthly

Media

One-to-one meetings, press conferences, annual reports,
sustainability reports, announcements and statements,
website, social media, stakeholder analysis

Weekly

Consumers

Ülker Customer Communication Center, website, annual
reports, sustainability reports, news, announcements, social
media, consumer surveys, stakeholder analysis

Daily

Universities

Active participation in joint eﬀorts, annual reports,
sustainability reports, website, internship programs, career
days, conferences, stakeholder analysis

Monthly

Ankara Mercantile Exchange

Istanbul Chamber of Commerce

LEADERSHIP
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Ankara Chamber of Commerce

Istanbul Chamber of Industry

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Industry Organizations
and Associations,
Nongovernmental
Organizations, and
International
Organizations

Distributors and
Suppliers

Kocaeli Chamber of Industry
Country Memberships to the Foreign Economic Relations Board of Turkey (Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, China, Iran, the United States)
Independent Industrialists and Businessmen Association
Sugar-Containing Products Industrialists Association
Istanbul Exporters’ Associations
International Life Sciences Institute Europe
The European Food Information Council
World Cocoa Foundation
Trkish Food and Beverage Industry Employers Association
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ANNEX 4: Ülker Bisküvi 2020 Sustainability Report –
Reporting Guidance
Reporting guidance provides information on the data collection and calculation principles
regarding the energy consumption, the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 1, Scope 2
and Scope 3), the water consumption and occupational health and safety data (employee
representation in occupational health safety committees, number of accident,
occupational disease rate, accident frequency rate and accident weight ratio) included in
2020 Sustainability Report.
All data up to and including FY20 (ﬁnancial year ending 31 December 2020) only
comprises the relevant operations of Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A.Ş. (the Company) in Ankara,
Esenyurt, Gebze, Karaman, Topkapı and Silivri factories.

General Reporting Principles
In preparing this guidance document, consideration has been given to following principles:
Information Preparation – to highlight to users of the information the primary
principles of relevance and reliability of information; and
Information Reporting – to highlight the primary principles of comparability /
consistency with other data including prior year and understandability / transparency
providing clarity to users.

Scope of Reporting
For FY20 and comparative periods presented, energy consumption, carbon emission data
relate to the energy consumed and water consumption data of the Company is related to:
Production facilities in Ankara, Esenyurt, Gebze, Karaman, Topkapı and Silivri,
Own transportation of materials and products within the industrial factories,
Company owned cars,
Refrigerant gas,
Employee commuting,
Air travel for business by company employees.
Energy or water consumption outside of the factory gate originating from supplier or
customer and their associated greenhouse gas emissions are omitted from the scope of
reporting.
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Data Preparation
Energy Consumption
Energy consumption data are reported for electricity and primary fuel sources, which
comprise natural gas, diesel and fuel oil used for employee services and company vehicles.
Electricity and natural gas consumption data are obtained from supplier meters and
service provider invoices. Diesel and fuel consumption (for the use of generators, company
owned cars and employee commuting) data are obtained from service provider invoices.
The Company has used the following published conversion factors:
For electricity, since the electricity supply unit is billed in kWh, 1 kWh = 0.001 mWh is
used as mWh conversion factor.;
For natural gas, since the natural gas supply unit is billed in m3, ﬁrstly the
consumption was converted to KJ by using the conversion factor of 8250 kcal / m3 *
4.18 KJ / kcal / 1000 conversion and then converted to GJ divided by 1000. Also, the
conversion factor of 1 GJ = 0.27 mWh was used.;
For diesel, since the natural gas supply unit is billed in lt, ﬁrstly the consumption was
converted to KJ by using the conversion factor of 10200 kcal/m3*4,18 KJ/kcal/1000
conversion and then converted to GJ divided by 1000. Also, the conversion factor of 1
GJ = 0.27 mWh was used.;
For density and conversion coeﬃcient values “Enerji Kaynaklarının ve Enerjinin
Kullanımında Verimliliğin Arttırılmasına Dair Yönetmelik (Resmi Gazete: 27 Ekim
2011/28097: Değ.03/09/2014-29108), EK-2: Enerji Kaynaklarının Alt Isıl Değerleri ve
Petrol Eşdeğerine Çevrim Katsayıları” table is used.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
2014 was chosen as the reference year for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions due to the
availability of complete and reliable data and due to its accurate representation of current
activities. “GHG activity data multiplied by emission or removal factors” based calculation
methodology has been applied for calculating GHG.
GHG emissions were calculated in accordance with World Resources Institute (WRI) / World
Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD) GHG Protocol. Boundaries of the
organization were addressed with a control approach, and the sources causing greenhouse
gas emissions related production facilities in Turkey under the control of the Company are
as follows:
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Scope 1 – Direct GHG Emissions: Fuels used in factories and buildings such as emergency
generators using diesel fuel, company vehicles and refrigerant gases,
Scope 2 – Energy Related Indirect GHG Emissions: Electricty consumption
Scope 3 – Other Indirect GHG Emissions: Employee commuting, air travel for business by
company employees.
CO2 equivalent factors for emissions CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs (refrigerant gas) were used
in calculations. Global Warming Potential (GWP) coeﬃcients were taken from
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 5th Assessment Report and DEFRA
Greenhouse Gas reporting: Conversion Factors 2019. Grid emission factor has been
calculated by using the relevant annual data provided by Turkish Electricity Transmission
Company (TEİAŞ).

Emission Factors

CO2

CH4

N2O

Total kg CO2e

Natural Gas

1,9365

0,0048

0,0009

1,9422

LPG

2,8777

0,0013

0,0012

2,8802

Diesel

2,6248

0,0039

0,0366

2,6652

Gasoline

2,2164

0,0034

0,0483

2,2681

Diesel (stationary)

2,6248

0,0099

0,0056

2,6403

Gasoline (stationary)

2,2164

0,0080

0,0057

2,2301

Refrigerant gases - R22

1760,0

1760,0

Refrigerant gases - R410A

1923,5

1923,5

Refrigerant gases - R404A

3942,8

3942,8

Refrigerant gases - R407C

1624,2

1624,2

Refrigerant gases - R134A

1300,0

1300,0

Fire extinguishers - HFC 227ea

3350,0

3350,0

Fire extinguishers - Halon 1301

6290,0

6290,0

SF6

23500,0

23500,0

Electricity (grid) (2017)

0,5093

0,0002

0,0015

0,5109

Electricity (grid) (2018)

0,5050

0,0002

0,0014

0,5066

Electricity (grid) (2019)

0,5120

0,0002

0,0016

0,5137

Employee commuting - Shuttle

0,5641

0,0002

0,0055

0,5698

Air Travel – short haul

0,1560

0,0001

0,0015

0,1576

Air Travel – medium haul

0,0889

0,0000

0,0009

0,0898

Air Travel – long haul

0,1037

0,0000

0,0010

0,1048
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Water Consumption
Within the scope of water consumption data, mains water, groundwater and rainwater
consumption are reported. Water consumption data is obtained from service providers'
meters and invoices and internal meters.

Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)
The following formulas are used to calculate OHS data.
Accident Frequency Rate (LTAR) = Number of incidents resulting in lost days X 200.000
Total working hours
Accident Weight Ratio (ASR) = Total lost hours caused by occupational accidents X 1.000
Total working hours

Restatements
The measuring and reporting of carbon emissions data inevitably involves a degree of
estimation. Restatements are considered where there is a change in the data of greater
than 5 percent at the Company level.
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS9
ANNEX 5: ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Turkey
2019

2020

2020

Buildings (fuel and electricity)

449.859

446.477

441.241

102.414

Purchased Electricity

146.993

145.340

147.330

34.572

Natural gas

301.785

300.550

293.369

67.842

Generator (diesel)
Vehicles (fuel)
Diesel
Gasoline
Renewable energy
TOTAL

1.081

587

542

0

665

724

871

1.682

665

724

871

332

0

0

0

1351

0

0

0

0

450.524

447.201

442.112

Turkey
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
(ton CO2e)

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Scope 1

67.840

68.570

67.626

16.687

CO2

67.651

68.382

67.441

16.646

N2O

153
36

152
36

2018

2019

2020

2020

Scope 2

74.468

74.665

70.352

21.584

CO2

74.233

74.414

70.015

21.584

CH4

27

26

23

0

N2 O

208

226

232

0

Scope 3

4.534

5.394

3.836

-

CO2

4.482

5.334

3.791

-

CH4

2

2

2

-

N2 O

50

58

43

-

Total (Scope 1 and 2)

142.308

143.235

137.896

38.271

CO2

141.883

142.796

137.456

38.230

CH4

180

178

172

25

N2 O

244

262

268

16

104.096

2018

CH4

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
(ton CO2e)

Other Countries

Other Countries

2018

Energy Consumption (MWh)

Turkey

149
36

25
16

Air Emissions: We also monitor air emissions other than greenhouse gas emissions for all factories. Our
emissions below the threshold levels deﬁned for this purpose are inspected regularly. By 2024, we aim to
decrease our emission values by 3% (2014: 0.006878 kg SO₂ and 0.1182 kg NOx).

9. Other countries include Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia and Egypt operations.
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Turkey
Water withdrawal (m3)
Water withdrawal
(municipal and well water)
Rainwater

TOTAL

EMPLOYEES

Turkey

Other Countries

2018

2019

2020

2020

726.108

736.673

699.460

158.390

592

2.860

9.623

-

726.700

739.533

709.083

158.390

Total waste (ton)

Hazardous waste

Regularly sent to landﬁll

517

518

Turkey

Other Countries

2020

2020

80

0,7

1.431

702

496

Employees by
Gender and Category
Number of in-scope
employees
Number of out-of-scope
employees

8.543

997

2018

5.115

Recycled for energy production

622

GRI

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

117

479

140

481

124

533

296

236

1.059

3.350

957

3.256

937

3.565

250

1.828

5.005

4.834

5.159

2.610

Turkey
2018

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Employed for 0 to 5 years

359

1.224

305

982

291

1.153

346

608

Employed for 5 to 10 years

563

1.065

523

1.274

467

1.406

153

1.063

Employed for 10 years or
more

253

1.541

267

1.484

303

1.539

48

405

111

Turkey
Employees at Top
Management by Gender
and Age

2018

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

>50 years old

0

2

1

5

7

3

0

0

30–50 years old

23

71

30

54

30

54

6

38

7

1

4

3

1

4

2

3

30

74

35

61

38

61

8

41

Total

104
Recovered as by-product

ANNEXES
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Total number of employees

<30 years old
Recycled
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Employees by
Employment Duration

Amount of wastewater
(thousand m3)

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

96

99

49

302

Turkey
-

A penalty of 61,000 TRY was paid at the Ankara factory due to
a non-compliance in wastewater values.

Parental Leave by
Gender

2018

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Number of employees who
took parental leave

69

277

45

241

43

255

135

178

Number of employees who returned
to work after parental leave

48

277

22

241

37

255

17

14
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ANNEX 6: SOCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Turkey
Employees Left by
Gender and Age

2018

INNOVATION
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Turkey

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Employees OHS performance

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

13

26

4

23

7

27

18

17

30–50 years old

153

308

122

191

27

109

145

129

Occupational disease rate (ODR)

<30 years old

89

179

67

128

16

107

103

133

Accident severity rate (ASR)

255

513

193

342

50

243

266

279

Total

768

535

293

Fatal accidents
Lost time accident rate
(LTAR)

2018

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

>50 years old

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

6

30–50 years old

36

163

37

82

39

232

51

57

<30 years old

89

221

71

167

45

284

33

63

Number of new hires

123

387

108

249

84

517

86

126

2018

2019

2020

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Out-of-Scope employees

116

480

140

481

124

533

86

325

Turkey

Total training hours given
to subcontractors

2020

0

0

0

0

1,49

1,29

1,13

0,58

0

0

0

0

1,18

0,12

1,01

0,17

Other Countries

2019

2020

2020

862

934

1.128

297

0

1

0

0

Lost time accident rate (LTAR)

3,258

1,76

1,1

0,18

Occupational disease rate (ODR)

0

0

0

0

0,44

17,11

0,83

0,02

Number of subcontractor
employees

Accident severity rate (ASR)

2020

Female

Total training hours

2020

Other Countries

Employees Subjected to
Performance Evaluation
by Gender and Category

Training

2019

2018

Fatal accidents

Female

Turkey

GRI

Other Countries

Turkey
Subcontractors OHS Performance

New hires by gender
and age

ANNEXES
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Female

>50 years old
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Other Countries

2018

2019

2020

2020

104.727

111.292

127.985

552

9.407

11.369

7.366

-
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Page Number / Link

Stakeholder Engagement

GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page Number / Link

GRI 101: Foundation 2016
General Disclosures
Organizational proﬁle

GRI 102:
General Disclosures 2016

102-1

3

102-2

6

102-3

https://www.ulker.com.tr/tr/bilgi/iletisim/adreslerimiz

102-4

6

102-5

6

102-6

6

102-7

7, 8

102-8

74, 75

102-9

31

102-10

No signiﬁcant changes.

102-11

19

102-12

70

102-13

70

Strategy

102-40

70

102-41

87% of the employees in Turkey are covered by collective bargaining
agreements while in other countries there are no employees under
collective bargaining agreements.

102-42

14

102-43

14

102-44

15

Reporting Practices

GRI 102:
General Disclosures 2016

102-45

2020 Annual Report

102-46

14

102-47

15

102-48

None

102-49

None

102-50

3

102-51

3

102-52

3

102-53

3

102-54

3

102-55

76-77

102-56

78-79

GRI 200: Economic Standard Series

102-14

4-5

102-15

19

Ethics and integrity
102-16

10-11, 20

102-17

20

Governance
102-18

2020 Annual Report

102-19

13

102-20

13

102-36

http://ulkerbiskuviinvestorrelations.com/en/corporate-governance/
remuneration-policy.aspx

Procurement Practices
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

103-1

31

103-2

31

103-3

31

GRI 204: Procurement
Practices 2016

204-1

31

205-2

20

205-3

20

Anti-Corruption
GRI 205:
Anti-Corruption 2016

76
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GRI Standardı

GRI 300: Environmental Standard Series

GRI 400: Social Standard Series

Materials

Employment

GRI 301:
Materials 2016

301-1

44

Energy
GRI 302:
Energy 2016

302-1

73

302-3

25, 73

302-4

25, 73

Water and Eﬄuents

GRI 303:
Water and Eﬄuents 2018

GRI 305:
Emissions 2016

401-1

69

401-2

50

401-3

68

103-1

54-56

103-2

54-56

103-3

54-56

GRI 401:
Employment 2016

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

303-2

26

403-2

54-55

303-3

74

403-3

18, 55-56

303-4

74

403-4

54-55

403-5

55-56

403-6

51

403-7

72, 54-55

403-8

54

403-9

75

403-10

75

401-1

51, 75

404-2

51-53

404-3

51, 75

405-1

74

416-1

58-59

103-1

24

103-2

24, 25

103-3

25

305-1

73

305-2

73

305-3

73

305-4

25, 73

305-5

25

305-7

73
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Occupational Health and Safety

54-56

GRI 403:
Occupational Health and
Safety 2018

Training and Education
GRI 404: Training
and Education 2016
Diversity and Equal Opportunity

306-1

27

306-2

27

306-3

74

306-5

74

GRI 405:
Diversity and Equal
Opportunity 2016
Customer Health and Safety
GRI 416:
Customer Health and
Safety 2016

307-1

74

Supplier Environmental Assesment
GRI 308:
Supplier Environmental
Assesment 2016

Page Number / Link

403-1

Environmental Compliance
GRI 307: Environmental
Compliance 2016

Disclosure

26

Waste

GRI 306:
Waste 2020
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303-1

Emissions
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
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Food Processing Sector Disclosures
Indicator

308-1

31

Page / Direct Link

Product Responsibility
G4-FP5

40

G4-FP6

58

G4-FP7

58
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Limited Assurance Report
To the Board of Directors of Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A. .
We have been engaged by the Board of Directors of Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A. . (“Ülker Bisküvi” or the
“Company”) to perform an limited assurance engagement in respect of the Selected Sustainability
Information (“Selected Information”) stated in the Ülker Bisküvi 2020 Sustainability Report (the “2020
Sustainability Report”) for the year ended 31 December 2020 and listed below.
Selected Information
The scope of the Selected Information for the year ended 31 December 2020, which is subject to our
limited assurance work, set out in the 54, 73, 74 and 75 pages of the 2020 Sustainability Report with the
sign
is summarised below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Consumption,
Direct (Scope-1) Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Indirect (Scope – 2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions from the generation of purchased energy,
Other Indirect (Scope-3) Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Water consumption
Workforce representation in occupational health and safety committees,
Occupational health and safety rates (Number of Injury, Injury-related Lost Day Rate,
Occupational Disease – related Lost Day Rate)

Our assurance was with respect to the year ended 31 December 2020 information only and we have not
performed any procedures with respect to earlier periods or any other elements included in the 2020
Sustainability Report and, therefore, do not express any conclusion thereon.
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Inherent Limitations
Non-financial performance information is subject to more inherent limitations than financial information,
given the characteristics of the subject matter and the methods used for determining such information.
The absence of a significant body of established practice on which to draw to evaluate and measure nonfinancial information allows for different, but acceptable, measures and measurement techniques and can
affect comparability between entities. The precision of different measurement techniques may also vary.
Furthermore, the nature and methods used to determine such information, as well as the measurement
criteria and the precision thereof, may change over time. It is important to read the Selected Information
in the context of the Reporting Guidance.
In particular, the conversion of different energy measures to megawatt-hour (MWh) and energy used to
carbon emissions is based upon, inter alia, information and factors generated internally and/or derived by
independent third parties as explained in the Reporting Guidance. Our assurance work has not included
examination of the derivation of those factors and other third-party information.
Our Independence and Quality Control
We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of the Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, which is
founded on fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care,
confidentiality and professional behavior.
Our firm applies International Standard on Quality Control 1 and accordingly maintains a comprehensive
system of quality control including documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with ethical
requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

Criteria
Our Responsibility
The criteria used by the Company to prepare the Selected Information is set out in section Ülker Bisküvi
2020 Reporting Guidance (the “Reporting Guidance”) on pages 71 and 72 of the 2020 Sustainability
Report.
The Company’s Responsibility
The Company is responsible for the content of the Sustainability Report and the preparation of the Selected
Information in accordance with the Reporting Guidance. This responsibility includes the design,
implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation of Selected Information that
is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Our responsibility is to form a conclusion, based on limited assurance procedures, on whether anything has
come to our attention that causes us to believe that the Selected Information has not been properly prepared
in all material respects in accordance with the Reporting Guidance. We conducted our limited assurance
engagement in accordance with International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (Revised),
Assurance Engagements other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information', and, in
respect of greenhouse gas emissions, International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3410, Assurance
Engagements on Greenhouse Gas Statements, issued by the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board.
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A limited assurance engagement is substantially less in scope than a reasonable assurance engagement
under ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410. Consequently, the nature, timing and extent of procedures for gathering
sufficient appropriate evidence are deliberately limited relative to a reasonable assurance engagement.
The procedures we performed were based on our professional judgment and included inquiries,
observation of processes performed, inspection of documents, analytical procedures, evaluating the
appropriateness of quantification methods and reporting policies, and agreeing or reconciling with
underlying records.
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This report, including the conclusion, has been prepared for the Directors of the Company as a body, to
assist the Directors in reporting Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A. .’s performance and activities related to the
Selected Information. We permit the disclosure of this report within the Ülker Bisküvi Sustainability
Report for the year ended 31 December 2020, to enable the Directors to demonstrate they have discharged
their governance responsibilities by commissioning a limited assurance report in connection with the
Selected Information. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to
anyone other than the Directors of Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A. . as a body and Ülker Bisküvi Sanayi A. . for
our work or this report save where terms are expressly agreed and with our prior consent in writing.

Given the circumstances of the engagement, in performing the procedures listed above we:
•
•

•
•
•

made inquiries of the persons responsible for the Selected Information;
understood the process for collecting and reporting the Selected Information. This included
analysing the key processes and controls for managing and reporting the Selected
Information;
evaluated the source data used to prepare the Selected Information and re-performed
selected examples of calculation;
performed limited substantive testing on a selective basis of the preparation and collation of
the Selected Information prepared by the Company and
undertook analytical procedures over the reported data.

PwC Ba ımsız Denetim ve
Serbest Muhasebeci Mali Mü avirlik A. .

Cenk Uslu, SMMM
Partner
Istanbul, 26 July 2021

Limited Assurance Conclusion
Based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have obtained, nothing has come to our
attention that causes us to believe that Ülker Bisküvi’s Selected Information for the year ended
31 December 2020, is not properly prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the Reporting
Guidance.
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